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Preface

The Iowa Department of Education is pleased to present the state's winners of
the 30th Annual NCTE Achievement Awards in Writing. The 12 winners were
selected from 174 entrants from all over the state. The works presented in this

publication represent the best of Iowa high school writing.

1987 Winners

Angela R. Bielefeldt, Ames High
School, Ames

Derek Cadwell, Ames High School,

Ames

Michael Dennis, Roosevelt High
School, Des Moines

Femi Emiola, Ames High School,

Ames

Gretchen Johnson, Abraham Lincoln

High School, Council Bluffs

Kris Kapacinskas, West High School,

Iowa City

Lisa Krippner, Washington High
School, Cedar Rapids

Ming-Shing Lee, Mason City High
School, Mason City

Melissa Mellecker, Tipton High
School, Tipton

Nicole Page, Jefferson High School,

Cedar Rapids

Shannon Roach, Regis High School,

Cedar Rapids

Gregory Wahl, Marshalltown High
School, Marshalltown
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Trad McMullen
Hoover High, Des Moines



30th Annual
NCTE Achievement Awards in Writing

The Achievement Awards in Writing are conferred by the National Council of

Teachers of English to recognize the accomplishments of high school juniors as writers.

Winners must demonstrate ability at writing under two different sets of conditions: they

must offer a piece of their "best writing," in any form or genre, drafted and revised over

whatever time seems necessary; and they must write a short essay, completed under

supervision within 75 minutes, on a subject set by the Achievement Awards Advisory

Committee and responded to by all candidates for the awards in any particular year. The

candidates' samples of their "best writing" are written under conditions chosen by them

and their teachers; the "impromptu" paper is written under test conditions that are

uniform nationwide. Since some students write better with ample time and others write

better under pressure, the Council believes that determining winners fairly requires

judging candidates' performance under both conditions.

Other than discouraging submission of unduly long essays, novels, plays and the like,

the Council makes no effort to influence the kinds of work submitted by candidates as

their "best writing" or the processes followed in composing and revising those works. The

Achievement Awards Advisory Committee, however, takes meticulous care in choosing

the topics and phrasing the directions for the "impromptu" paper. Each year. Committee

members exchange suggestions for subjects and written directions, comment upon each

other's suggestions, then meet, discuss and arrive at consensus about the subject and

directions to be used in that year.

In formulating topics for the "impromptu" papers, the committee has several

objectives in mind. First, in order to give everyone the best possible opportunity to find a

compatible subject, the Committee provides a choice of topics. It tries to choose subjects

generally within the experiences of students so that they can respond personally and

summon up sufficient supporting details to write an effective essay. In general, the

Committee is interested in choosing topics that will act as a springboard for thinking and

writing and not pose obstacles. Second, the Committee tries to limit the scope of topics so

that they can be treated adequately within the designated time limit. Third, the

Committee invites students to use literature they have read or studied for the purposes of

illustration or analogy, but references to literature are not required. Above all, the

Committee encourages distinctive approaches from students that will reflect their

intellectual attainment and their ability to express their thoughts and feelings with

honesty and with language and style appropriate to their purpose.

Accordingly, the Achievement Awards Advisory Committee, along with the

individual state coordinators and high school and college English teachers who serve as

judges, commends to colleges and universities the winners listed in this book, believing

that they have demonstrated not only superior ability but also notable versatility in

writing. We urge that others also recognize and commend these student winners and the

teachers who helped to elicit such excellence in writing.

The Achievement Awards in Writing program has been fortunate to have the

continued interest and support of teachers, administrators, parents and students. This

year over 6,000 students from the 50 states, the District of Columbia and American

schools abroad participated in the highly competitive program. The number of nominees

from each school was based on the school's total enrollment in grades 10 through 12: one

nominee per 500 students. The number of winners from each state was determined by

doubling the number of the state's representatives in Congress. The 1987 program was

supported by grants from the Maurice R. Robinson Fund and the New York Times

Company Foundation. (The late Mr. Robinson, founder of Scholastic Magazines, Inc., was

a longtime friend of NCTE.)

The Achievement Awards Advisory Committee welcomes suggestions, comments and

inquiries. For information about the 1988 competition, write to NCTE Achievement

Awards in Writing, 1111 Kenyon Road, Urbana, Illinois 61801.

Revised 1987
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A Tale of Unique Qualities

by Nicole Page
Jefferson High School

Cedar Rapids

After Zeus and Prometheus had

finished overthrowing the

Titans, they decided it would

be an excellent idea to populate the

earth and thus try to secure their

everlasting rule. Naturally, all this

was before Zeus became rather miffed

at Prometheus for giving man fire. It's

awfully hard to give away fire when
there's nothing to give it to. But that's

a different story.

A workshop, where Zeus and

Prometheus were soon busy creating

people to populate the earth, was

hastily built atop Mount Olympus. For

many days, the two gods argued about

what their new creations should look

like. Finally Zeus gave in and agreed

on a form designed by Prometheus and

a mold was made. Actually, two molds

were made — one for everyday

bargain models and one for the signed

limited edition collector's model. To

ensure no god cheated and changed the

mold, the workshop's key was to be

given to an honest and trustworthy

guard who would promise never to

open the door for anyone but Zeus and

Prometheus.

Zeus and Prometheus now faced

another obstacle — a severe shortage

of honest and trustworthy guards. The

only creatures in existence were the

gods themselves and various and

sundry beasts, none of which could

even remotely be considered reliable.

So Zeus and Prometheus created the

first mortal, named him Orchid, and

bestowed upon him the colossal duty of

guarding their workshop.

Orchid was a very honest, obedient

young man and soon became well-liked

by all the deities on Mount Olympus.

Hera, sister and wife of Zeus,

especially adored the youth, and the

two were often seen engaged in long,

private conversations. During one of

these intimate chats, Hera happened to

mention what a pity it was all people

would look exactly alike. Orchid

decided he would please his beloved

Hera. He would "fix" the people for

her.

Late that night, when all the gods

were asleep (yes, the gods slept then —
after all, there was nothing for them to

stay up watching over yet). Orchid

broke into the workshop and set about

changing the finished people. He

painted their hair in every available

color, the wilder ones like purple and

green signaling the beginnings of the

punk craze. He dyed their eyes in a

rainbow of hues. To some he added bits

of clay in front, making them fat. He

stretched the legs of five men to make

them suitable for playing basketball.

With others he transferred their

strength from their right arms to their

left, making them left-handed. Orchid

worked quickly, but when morning

came there were still two "unfixed"

people. After all, identical twins had to

come from somewhere!

When Zeus and Prometheus arrived

a few hours later, they were positively

furious! They demanded to know who

had ruined their work. Poor Orchid, a

mere mortal, was helpless before the

awesome power of the gods and

confessed he had altered the people a

bit. Upon hearing Orchid's story, they

became even angrier. Zeus especially

was upset to learn his creation was

wooing his wife. The two gods foolishly

told Orchid to leave the room while

they devised a vicious just revenge.

Foolishly, because Hera noticed

Orchid's long face as he shuffled out of

the workshop, she inquired what was

the problem. After hearing Orchid's

woeful tale of how his plan to please

her backfired, Hera felt sorry for the

boy and generously offered to spare

him from her husband's wrath. Orchid

was so relieved to be offered mercy

from the vengeful gods, he nearly fell

off Mount Olympus. So Hera saved the

poor obedient lad by employing her

great power and artistic talent to

create a beautiful new flower. In

tribute to the brave, adoring youth, it

has been named the orchid.

Presently Zeus and Prometheus

emerged from their workshop with a

terrible scheme. They searched

everywhere for Orchid, but all they

ever discovered was an exotic new

flower. Clever gods that they were,

they soon realized this new botanical

specimen was all that remained of

their quarry. Consequently, their

punishment had to be put on hold and

was later used by Zeus after his

disagreement with Prometheus. And,

luckily for us, the people of the world

do not all look exactly alike and are

able to enjoy a magnificent flower

when they so desire.
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Magnified Desire

by Missy Mellecker
Tipton High School

Lonely five mile runs into town
and grueling practices filled

with hill running and
strenuous weightlifting were over.

Also left behind were regurgitation

sessions by the roadside where I

frequently squatted, balanced on my
haunches, losing my lunch. Worse
were nights when Vd wake, screeching
with pain as crippling cramps gripped
my calves. These undesirable

memories are buried in the past.

I was proud to be the anchor runner
for our top-rated shuttle hurdle team.
We were extremely close-knit for we
all shared the same dream — to be the

best!

Conditions were perfect. The team
was hyped and ready to win.

Butterflies beat against the sides of my
stomach, but confidence overruled as

my body prepared to compete.

Smoke filled the air as the echoing
of the gun started the heat. While my
three other teammates raced with
determined faces, I hopped from foot

to foot shaking the uncertainty from
my limbs. Adjusting the blocks I

remembered my coach's cautioning

voice, "Run a safe race girls. This is

only the preliminaries. All we need is a
good time." Soon, it was my turn to

finish a great race which my team
members had made possible. With an
incredible lead, the third-leg runner
sprinted over the last hurdle nearing
the line. Raising my hips I rolled my
shoulders forward, and as she crossed
before me, I exploded from the blocks,

attacking the first hurdle with vigor.

My muscles contracted with every
stride as I conquered each obstacle.

Crossing the finish line I experienced a

tremendous sense of self-worth. My
teammate embraced me with a hug
and a smile. We had run well with no
red flags. Soon the other half of the

relay reached the finish line. With a
couple of high fives we started on our
way into the stands, weaving through
the crowd to where our fans had

F

congregated. Congratulations and a

small standing ovation greeted us as

we settled, awaiting the announcement
of our time. Finally the loudspeaker

was turned on. Everyone became
silent, listening for the results. What
came out of that cold, silver speaker
was something I'll never forget:

*Tipton was disqualified." All motion
froze in shock, and a dreadful silence

settled over the people around me. My
eyes darted around, lost — searching
for an answer, but all I saw was a

mirrored image of my disbelief. After
a few moments, I was instructed by my
coach to find out what had happened.

With thousands of eyes probing me,
I blindly wove back through the

obstacle course of strangers. Tears
stealthily rolled down my cheeks.

Violent shakes took control as I

hysterically walked, jogged, then

sprinted to discover our mistake. Grief

turned to anger as I sought out a judge
to question the decision.

As I neared the finish line, my
swollen eyes caught sight of the shuttle

hurdle judges. Upon reaching the

place where they huddled together, I

hysterically screamed, "What did we
do wrong? Who jumped too early?" No
one answered me and I continued to

lose my composure. By this time my
arms and legs were shaking

Shannon Mielke

Treynor High

uncontrollably. My chin quivered

uneasily as one small tear commenced
to draw another path in my red tear-

streaked face. I couldn't believe it!

Nobody could tell me what we had
done wrong. I felt cheated and
betrayed.

Finally a weathered-looking man
with stony eyes spoke, "The fourth

runner left too early."

Adrenaline rose once again. I was
ready to kill. "I did not leave early.

How can you call it? You're not even
the judge assigned to our lane," I

shrieked.

Stoically, he turned his back on my
confused and questioning eyes. It was
no use. Nobody cared enough to listen.

I lost the desire to defend my self-

respect. Instead, my muscles collapsed

as I slumped to the grass like a

discarded rag doll.

After the State Track Meet, my
dream seemed lost, like a balloon you
think you have tightly in your grasp,

that mysteriously slips away.

Now it is the beginning of

February, 1987, and track season

begins in about a month. I wasn't

going to try again, afraid of being hurt

once more. But, I find I cannot resist

the future's uncovered secrets, and my
desire to succeed has only been
magnified.



by Gregory Wahl
Marshalltown High School

Pride

The misty calm of early morning

lay over the lake like a quilt

over a child deep asleep. A
nesting loon's hollow cry seemed more

to be a part of the silence than a break

in it. On a dock, my grandfather's huge

form towered over me, contrasting my
eight-year-old slimness. He readied my
fishing line with thick farm-lined

hands as I shivered in the cold

Minnesota air.

Grandpa stepped heavily into a

waiting rowboat, and I followed like a

puppy, trying to imitate his lumbering

self-assuredness. He rowed us

purposefully onto the lake and I kept

my hands near the anchor, waiting for

the gruff command to "drop here."

We traveled some 400 yards along

the bank before I got the signal, and

with a heave, I lugged the heavy

anchor over the side of the boat and

plunged it into the green depths. The

big man grabbed my fishing pole, and

with a deft gesture flicked the lure he

had tied on the end of my line next to a

patch of lily pads. He retrieved the

plug, and having demonstrated the

technique, raised his eyebrows as if to

say "Got it?"

I nodded, having been told that

noise would scare away the fish.

Awkwardly, I plunked the lure in

vaguely the same area he had. I

brought the lure back in carefully.

Nothing.

Not having a strike for several casts

served only to increase my imagination

and intensify my anticipation. I could

see huge fish swallowing the lure

whole, bending my rod near its

breaking point, thrashing, jumping. . ..

I cast once more, and this time, the

ripples of the lure were echoed by a

sort of soft swirling in the lily pads.

With shallow breath, I retrieved. Had

I imagined the swirl?

Suddenly, the calm surface around

the plug erupted into violent

churnings. My pole bent so far and

with such force that it nearly touched

itself at the ends. Arms already

aching, I turned the handle of my reel

between jumps and thrashes and

brought the monster toward the boat

little by little.

My eyes bulged as my grandfather

dipped a net into the water and

scooped out a moderate-sized Northern

Pike. To me, it was a lunker, and I

beamed with pride.

This was not my first catch, and I

have hooked many fish since, but this

was the most memorable. My young

age probably contributed to my feeling

of accomplishment, but more than

that, it was my grandfather's

congratulatory handshake on the dock

afterwards and the proud smile that

shone momentarily in his eyes that

made that misty, tranquil morning so

magical for me.

Eddie Clark

Thomas Jefferson High, Council Bluffs



The Need for Educated Individuals
in Our Shrinking World

by Krista Kapacinskas
West High School

Iowa City

The world has become a smaller

place in the last couple of

decades. Not smaller in the

geographical sense, but in the sense

that it is now possible to know what is

happening in almost any part of the

world at any time. Because the

average person is bombarded, daily,

with new reports about foreign

problems, life styles, and customs, it is

helpful for that person to be as well

acquainted with the practices of other

nations as possible. The shift from an

individual perspective to an

international perspective must be

encouraged by the educational

institutions of America because

without it the student is not fully

prepared for real life. Maxwell
Anderson's Lost in the Stars helps to

teach the student about the

controversial culture and society of

white-ruled South Africa.

Lost in the Stars deals with the life

of a black family under apartheid. The
unfairness of apartheid, and South

Africa in general, has been in the

public eye for quite some time now,

from the student demonstrations on

many university campuses to the

divestment of many multi-national

corporations. I often wonder why more
people do not get involved in

awareness groups to help black South

Africans. Is it because the people in

the United States and other nations do

not care, or is there some other reason?

I believe the latter. I think a good

number of people are like my parents;

they empathize but do not take any

action. I also believe, however, that a

portion of the United States has little

or no grasp of what apartheid is. If

those people had been taken to see Lost

In the Stars In high school they would

not only be better informed now, but

also understand the black South

African's predicament.

A second reason that Lost in the

Stars is an exceptional play is that it

shows how a person should be willing

to take responsibility for his or her

own actions, no matter what the result.

Absalom, the young man in the play,

leads a fairly shady life after he is

forced to go to Johannesburg to work
in the diamond mines. He accidentally

kills a man while he and two of his

friends are trying to rob the man's
home, Absalom debates whether or not

to lie to the judge, as his friends do. He
eventually decides to tell the truth

because he knows that if he is freed

and not punished for his crime, his

conscience would torture him more
than any human pain. Absalom
committed an action as an adult and is

now willing to deal with the

consequences as an adult would. This

example can, hopefully, show that it is

more noble to face the past than to run
from it.

A final reason that Lost in the Stars

is a worthwhile play to see, is that it

looks at the problem of apartheid

through an interesting, unique point of

view. In the last couple of years many
movies such as Out of Africa and
Passage to India have shown what life

was like for the British in their Asian

and African colonies. Both movies

touched on the squalor, poor working
conditions and exploitation that the

native populations were subjected to.

But these problems were looked at

through the eyes of two women (Miss

Quested and Baroness Karen Blixen)

who felt that the actions of the white

people were wrong. In Lost in the Stars

similar situations are seen through the

eyes of a native. The native, Absalom,
does not know a life where young men
are free. He and every other man of his

age are eligible to be drafted to work
in the diamond mines, a terrible and
brutal fate. Absalom hates the control

that the white men have over his life

and revolts against it in the only way
he can: he steals and plunders from the

mines and the white colonists. This

point of view demonstrates how people

who show promise, as Absalom did.

can be ruined by apartheid. Who
knows how many great thinkers,

artists and intellectuals the world has

lost because of apartheid.

Lost in the Stars is a very

educational play that has the ability to

teach students many things about

themselves, apartheid, and South

Africa. South Africa is a problem that

does not seem to be going away, and

probably will not go away until the

rest of the world pressures the South

African government. The only way
that pressure will come about is if

people are educated about the

criminalness of apartheid. Once the

individual is shown what is happening,

he or she can decide whether or not to

take action. The abilities to reason and

feel emotion are the only things that

make us human beings. If we neglect

education that requires moral

judgments of this sort, then eventually

we will lose our ability to feel emotions

in all of the technology.



Michael Avery

Fort Dodge High



The Realm of Shadows

, dark

by Michael Dennis
Roosevelt High School
Des Moines

During the wholeof adul
and soundless night, I

restlessly forbade myself to

sleep. The windows were barred
against the harsh March weather and
the curtains drawn to prevent even one
beam of light from penetrating into

the depths of my darkened chamber.
An abrupt tempestuous gale broke

the ominous silence, thrusting the

window open with great force and
causing the drapery to billow

tumultuously into the chamber.
Hurriedly. I leapt to the window, but
in my haste I stumbled over an
obscured object in the dim, somber
shadows of the waning moon, causing
me to fall to the floor, and I know no
more.

Upon recovering, I groped for the

window sill, blindly stretching forth

my hand into the limitless void.

Finally, my fingertips met an
obstruction — a wooden board
protruding from the wall about two
feet from the floor. Leaning my full

body weight upon the wooden support,
I carefully and painfully raised myself
inch-by-inch upon my quivering limbs.

With renewed and obsessed vigor, I

threw the window closed, bolting it

anew. I grabbed each drapery panel in

my sweating hands, and brought them
together violently to give me further
peace.

I know not why it troubled me so —
I could not permit it to be open — but I

felt some sense of foreboding, as if

some terrifying presence awaited me,
lurking just beyond the pane of glass.

You ask me why I was filled with
such dread at the mere opening of a
window in the wind? Let me tell you
the horrifying events that led up to this

point.

I had retired earlier than usual this

evening into a tranquil and untroubled
slumber. The breath of the cool breeze

caressed my face and embraced my
limbs as I strolled through the grassy
vale. I journeyed without thought as to

my direction or destination. The
bright, gleaming sun shone down upon
the glen, radiating its warmth and
benevolent essence upon all of nature;
this only source of life and help cast its

rays upon the earth in all of its

splendor. Far out in the distance I

could just make out an unfathomable
forest which lay directly in my path; I

would probably reach it just before
dusk.

I thought of many things walking to

that forest. I saw the grass, the
flowers, the animals of the open field!

Birds soar higher than man ever will,

those fragile wings pulsing in beauty.
Beauty in all of its forms is manifested
in these. Life radiates from the earth
which nothing can mar; the life that
has sprung forth from the earth will

last as long as the earth herself. I am
one with this nature which surrounds
and replenishes me, as the

Romanticists taught of old. This light

of life will never be extinguished!!

Tammy Bukacek
Denison High



My earlier prediction had been

correct; as I attained the wood, the sun

set behind rosy, majestic clouds as

befitted the conclusion of a beautiful

day. As I recollect this moment now, I

marvel at my boldness and daring; I

cannot imagine how I took that first

intrepid step into the gloom of that

wooded area. Perhaps my show of

courage was only bravado.

That rather rash stride conducted

me into an ominous silence, the type of

which seems to produce noise. It was

strange ... .no sounds of wind blowing

through the trees ... no sound of

woodland animals or insects . . . .the

familiar calls of birds were oddly

absent. As I walked through this

silence, I could feel the burdensome

and massive age of the regal trees with

their gnarled limbs twisting and

entwining themselves into horrible

contortions. This weight pressed upon

my chest and it became more and more

difficult to breathe. "I am just being

silly, not rational," I had thought with

an inward smile and a little laugh,

disregarding this phenomenon with

haughty indifference.

As I hiked amongst the trees,

weaving my way through knotted

boughs and craggy trunks, I began to

feel uneasy and disturbed. About an

hour's time and a three-mile walk, or

so I reckoned, had passed since I first

entered the forest and, it seemed to me,

that a foreboding presence moved

along side me. What that presence

was, I cannot tell, but I knew it was

intensely EVIL. Yes, that's it,

EVIL! A violent and bloody essence

arose in me, ascending higher than a

mortal can safely endure; foreign

thoughts and images flooded my
senses . . . death . . . terror . . . hatred.

Perhaps this is some vestige of

primordial Evil which had reigned in

some distant epoch of the past and had

not been disturbed for ages until I

stumbled into its realm and domain

and awakened it anew. What horrors

have I again unleased upon this

earth??

Thereafter, I walked more hastily

surveying the area all around, hurling

my scrutiny from one thing to another,

searching for that one thing which

would prove me correct and would

cause me to bolt in terror. But for the

crunching of my steps in the fallen

leaves, all was silent. The dim light of

the moon, just barely visible between

the high boughs, was now smothered

by the ceiling of branches. I stumbled

and staggered in the now weighty haze

which enveloped me, my last source of

light doused. A strange and peculiar

luminescence arose from this haze as if

it knew my own thoughts intimately,

my need for illumination apparent to

the one who followed. Yet this light

was not light in the common sense; it

was merely a lessening of the

darkness. Perhaps this evil beast

desired to have sport with me as a cat

plays with a captured mouse before

she kills it. I shivered with these

thoughts.

With the "light" the fog provided, I

straightway proceeded to hasten my
departure from these dark, evil-

infested lands; I would not allow that

creature the kind of pleasure he

desired. My steps matched my
furiously palpitating heart which beat

in my chest with ever so loud a beat.

The tree limbs descended, it seemed,

lower and lower, so low that I had to

run in a stooped position. The boughs

were clawed arms which attempted to

reach me; they seemed to quiver

violently and voraciously at my
passage. One rather contorted branch

projected itself toward me in a

menacing manner and abraded my left

forearm leaving a stripe of crimson

blood from wrist to elbow. Holding my
arm to my chest to staunch the flow of

blood, I ran with renewed vigor and

strength. Wickedly gleaming eyes

glowered and leered fiercely and

threateningly with wrath from the

darkness beside and above me. Terror

flooded my mind as I realized that the

Great Devourer was pursuing me with

a Hunter's intent!

Faster and faster I run as the trees

move closer and closer together. A
path lays open to the right ... .1 take

it. The sound of my throbbing heart

and the seeming death rattle of my
lungs fill my ears. My breath comes in

short, agonizing gasps that echo from

the trees. The reek of burning flesh

reaches my nostrils — is this to be my
fate? A warm, periodic breath comes

from behind me He's here. He's

here!! Faster. Faster. I must run

faster. The blood hammers and pounds

in my head. Go. Run. Fast. Step. Step.

A root appears as if from nowhere. I

fall. Up again, sprinting. My path is

closed. There!! to my left another way.

I'm off again. Fear drives me as

nothing has ever before!! Dead end.

That's it. Fm surrounded . . . .even my
retreat is blockaded. The trees slowly

close together to complete the snare.

The Hunter has used His best tactic,

corralling me to the bloody, execution

site He has provided. A malicious and

malign laugh reverberates throughout

the woods, drawing nearer, nearer,

nearer. The Beast Himself has come to

take His prize!!

Coming through the trees ... .a

blackness!! There He is!! What
horror . . . .how black!! His strong,

sinewy frame exposes His warlike

build. How tall ... .1 can see His chest

just barely within view . . . .the

blackness, it hurts my eyes. I cannot

see the face oh, the face!! It must

be horrible indeed!! I cower, screaming

and pleading for mercy . . . .oh. tender

mercy!!! No! no closer. NO!!

A ray of light streams fi'om the

obscured heavens. Oh, hope! I extend

my hand out to touch it, but the

Creature's body towers over me now.

forever blocking out that light. He

looks down at me. NO, PLEASE!!!

That f a c e, that F A C E!!
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Hoover High, Des Moines
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I woke abruptly then, screaming
with terror, a cold sweat dripping
down my spine — I trembled with
paralyzing fear. At that time I vowed
to myself not to sleep — not to finish

the dream at all costs.

Contemplating these thoughts of

the earlier hours, caused me to recall

the presence outside my window. I

could still perceive it — somewhat
subdued, though it was — and I could
feel a vague, depressive sensation

growing within me — ascending
rapidly to the highest level a mortal
can endure. What is this creature?
What of earth could cause this intense
evil flooding within my mind?
DEATH! Yes, DEATH! My wildest
fears are now coming to pass!

His overpowering might slowly

compel me do to his bidding — to

surrender my will to him, and
gradually I advanced step-by-step to

the window, lingering there with my
palms on the folds of the curtains

before I reluctantly opened them.
I saw him then, shrouded in

darkness and he beckoned to me with a
skeletal hand. I could feel his malicious

joy at my obvious discomfort and he
spread his gaping jaws as if he
laughed as he recognized his prey had
completely abandoned all resistance to

him. I realized all opposition against
him was futile as he compelled me to

tug the window toward myself.

As I tried to avert my eyes from his

mesmerizing sockets, I noticed the

white light of dawn spreading her
wings over the horizon to announce the

birth of a new day. The black-clothed

creature that had patiently awaited
me, to seize my soul to himself, now
retreated, releasing me from my
certain doom — screaming with terror

at the radiant light of the approaching
morning and with anger at my escape.

Now that my salvation, the life-

giving sun, has risen to my aid, I am
safe and at peace in my chamber, but
time will bring the dark again, and the

creature will return to haunt me, and
with his coming . . . .will come my
death.
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The Final Frontier

by Lisa Krippner
Washington High School

Cedar Rapids

It
was high noon at the O.K.

Corral. I was just standing in the

grocery store parking lot cinching

up my pack for the long trail home,

when I saw her, a modern-day damsel

in distress.

She was carefully balancing a hefty

load of empty pop cans. Her burden

consisted of three brown paper sacks

each heaped with empties. Not being

able to see the ground beneath her, she

stepped as though her current footing

was the edge of a cliff.

As she neared the store, for some

reason she lost her footing, but she

recovered quickly by weaving side to

side and juggling the three bags. Then,

like a cannon on the Fourth of July, I

heard disaster. A single can had

plummeted to the solid concrete.

Apparently the damsel was wealthy

for she didn't give the can a second

thought, but just went right in.

Thoughts raced through my head.

What would Wyatt Earp do now? A
can was worth a nickel, the same price

as that sensuous grape gum I'd been

eyeing in the store. I could almost taste

the tantalizing grapeness in my mouth

now. Better yet if I had the cold cash I

could talk my sister into anything . . .

.perhaps the old Fll-trade-you-a-nickel-

for-a-dime-because-itsbigger

routine .... But no, this isn't the way

Matt Dylan, U.S. Marshall, would

have wanted it. I knew what I had to

do.

I snatched up the can and started

for the store. I could clearly hear the

spurs on my tennis shoes jangling. The

electric doors on the store sprung open

like saloon doors don't. I saw the

damsel loading her cans in a cart for

the long ride to the back of the store. I

courteously held out the disposable

canteen that had once contained a cola.

Her immortal words rung in my
ears. "Thanks, let me give you

something for your trouble." She

pulled out a thick leather billfold and

opened the coin purse. I wondered if

she could hear my excitement. Out

came the biggest, shiniest quarter this

side of the mighty Mississippi. I tried

to play it cool, but the thought of five

pieces of grape gum was too much for

me. I bolted out of the store. First I

made sure my bike was still tethered

at the hitching post where Fd left her.

then I began to think about what to do

with the heavy coin. It struck me that

Matt Dylan wouldn't be none too likely

to take a shine to the essence of grape.

I knew what he would have done.

I mounted my bike and rode to the

cafe across the street. "Give me a shot

of red eye in a dirty glass."

Amy Smith

Clinton High
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The Fallen Rose

by MiiiK-Shinir Lee
Mason City Hig^h School

A peremptory knock on her
bedroom door had Julia

Revere sliding- the fashion

magazine under her pillow and
jumping off her bed.

''Julia? Julia, are you in there?" a

sharp voice asked.

"Yes, Mom?" Julia called back,

while she quickly scooped up an
armload of sweaters, jeans and shirts,

and ran to the closet, stuffing it inside.

As the door slowly opened, Julia

began shoving books, papers and other
items under her bed. A tall, middle-
aged woman with iron-gray hair stood
in the doorway, staring in exasperation
at the room. In spite of Julia's efforts,

the room was still in total disorder.

School and music books of various
sizes, an assortment of magazines,
puzzle pieces, a collection of stuffed

animals, boardgames and more clothes

completely smothered the floor, the

two beds and other furniture.

"What a mess!" Mrs. Revere
exclaimed in disgust "Julia, today's

Friday. Your sister, Jacqueline, is

coming home today, remember? You
promised you'd clean this room. For
heaven's sake, at seventeen can't you
even do a simple job like that?" Mrs.
Revere fumed. "Jacqueline is rarely

home from Harvard and I don't blame
her one bit for staying away if she has
to come back to find an utter disaster

area as her bedroom."
"It's my bedroom, too," Julia said

sulkily.

"Well yes, but still that's no
reason to have a room so dirty," Mrs.
Revere said. "I remember when
Jacqueline was here, this room was
always clean and neat. Why can't you
follow your sister's example?"

Julia stared stonily back at her
mother.

Seeing her blank expression, Mrs.
Revere sighed and said, "Well, just get
this room tidied up." Giving the room
another cursory glance she said, "Oh,
why can't you be more like

Steve OlsoH

Buffalo Center-Rake-Lakota High

Jacqueline." Then, turning on her heel,

she stalked out of the room, shutting

the door behind her.

"Oh, why can't you be more like

Jacqueline?" Julia mimicked.
— Jacqueline . . . .the best daughter

in the world . . . .the princess . . . .the

miracle child . . . .my perfect sister,

thought Julia angrily. Looking
through the window, in the orange
light of the sunset, she saw the thin,

gnarled, finger-like branches of a

rosebush. They were without any
roses . . . .totally lifeless. Swaying in

an invisible breeze, the branches
slowly drew Julia back to another

time, many years ago ....

It was a beautiful spring day. The
sun shone brightly in the clear blue

sky; the green grass was still moist

with dew drops. The backdoor of the
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white brick house opened. A pretty,

blond girl with a black scarf tied

around her eyes was being led

carefully outside by a younger girl

with mousey brown hair.

"Are you sure you aren't peeking,

Jackie?" asked the younger girl, eyeing
her sister suspiciously.

"No, I swear I can't see a thing,

Jules," Jacqueline answered. "Would I

lie to you?"

"Yes!" They both yelled at the same
time, bursting into a fit of laughter.

"Well, here we are," said Julia

brightly, stopping suddenly.

Quickly, Jacqueline tore off the

blindfold and gasped in wonder.
Before her, right outside their

bedroom window was a small, delicate

rosebush. Two rosebuds already were
blooming. The thin branches, dotted



with little dark green leaves, looked as

if the lightest touch would make them

splinter. The fragility gave it charm

and an exquisiteness.

"Oh!" breathed Jacqueline. "You

planted it for me? It's beautiful."

"You really like it?" asked Julia

shyly.

"Yes! I love it. We'll take care of it

together!" Jacqueline said excitedly.

"Oh, thank you Jules!" They hugged

each other, started crying, and then

burst out laughing again ....

"Those were the good ol' days,"

thought Julia dryly, as another knock

rapped on the bedroom door.

Her mother and father, a tall man
with distinguished gray hair in his

early fifties, entered the room.

"Julia have you been daydreaming

again?" Mrs. Revere demanded. "You

haven't cleaned one inch of this room

yet!" Without stopping, she continued,

"You father decided to accept dinner

at the Johnson's tonight, even though I

told him so many times that we have to

pick Jacqueline up at the airport." She

gave her husband a sharp look. "It

would be rude to refuse at this hour, so

I suppose we must go. When
Jacqueline calls from the airport, call

us right away. Understood?"

"Yes, Mom," Julia said meekly.

"You can handle your own dinner,

can't you?" Mrs. Revere asked.

Julia nodded.

"But first," Mr. Revere said, "clean

this room . . . .for Jacqueline's sake."

They both left the room. A few seconds

later Julia heard the car roar to life

and then fade away.
— Jacqueline again . . . .always

Jacqueline. There never is an end to

people reminding me of my dear sister.

At home, school, everywhere, it's

always the same, "Why am I not more

like Jacqueline?" Julia thought dryly.

—Oh, what's the use of thinking about

this? Life's never going to change."

Stretching from her sitting

position, Julia studied the room. It did

look like "an utter disaster area."

Sighing, she began to collect the books

into a pile. A small, glossy picture fell

from one of the books. She picked up

the snapshot and stared at it. It was a

picture of Jacqueline, wearing her

black graduation gown. A halo of

blond hair framed Jacqueline's oval,

classical face of wide, dark blue eyes

with long lashes, a small, straight nose

and red smiling lips. Next to her, a

head shorter and in a T-shirt and

jeans, stood Julia. Brown hair hung
drably down her shoulders, as angry

brown eyes flashed at the camera, and

her mouth was twisted in a pout. Julia

remembered quite well the day the

picture was taken . . .

"Julia, go stand next to your sister.

Let's have a shot of the two of you

together," Mrs. Revere said.

"Oh, Mom," complained Julia.

"Must I? After all, it is Jacqueline who
is the star since she is the valedictorian

of her class."

"Don't forget she's also the only

student who will be going to Harvard

ivith a scholarship next year," her

mother continued.

"And following my footsteps to be a

computer engineer," Mr. Revere

finished off proudly.

"You could do it, too, Julia, if you

just tried a little to be more like

Jacqueline," Mrs. Revere said tartly.

Julia glared at her sister who stood

quietly against the fireplace. She

walked up next to Jacqueline. As soon

as Mr. Revere snapped a picture, she

stalked out of the room to the

backyard, and sat behind the bushes.

She heard footsteps approach.

"Jules . . .
." she heard Jacqueline's

voice say.

"You're ruining my life, do you

know that? Because of you, the genius,

everyone thinks fm so stupid." Julia

shouted. "I hate listening day and

night about how wonderful you are.

Why did I have to have you as a

sister?"
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"Julia, will you listen to me?"

Jacqueline pleaded.

"What do you want from me?" Julia

cried. "Do you want to hear more

congratulations and praises? Do you

want me to say how smart you are?

Well, I'm not going to! I hate you!"

"Oh, grow up! It's not my fault what

I am. I can't help it if . . . .oh, never

mind. You just don't understand, do

you?"

Jacqueline turned and walked

away.

Julia began sobbing . . . .hating

Jacqueline. After a long while, she felt

too exhausted and emotionally drained

to cry. On the rosebush next to her, she

saw a beautiful, blooming red rose, as

soft as velvet. Brushing her remaining

tears away, she reached for it, but then

cried out in pain as thorns jabbed into

her hand ....

The shrill bell of the telephone

startled Julia. She ran into the hall

and picked up the receiver.

"Hello?" she said.

"Julia?" a soft voice asked, 'it's

Jacqueline."

"Yeah?" Julia said rudely. "What is

it?"

"I'm at the airport. Could I speak to

Mom and Dad?"

"They're out at a dinner party right

now. You can't expect them to always

be at home waiting for you, you know.

I suppose I'll have to ruin their evening

by calling them up to get you," Julia

replied.

She heard Jacqueline give a long

sigh. "Wait a second, will you?"

Jacqueline said.

At the other end, there were voices

speaking for a few seconds, theti,

"Julia, are you still there?" Jac(iiicline

asked.

"Wher*e else would I be." Julia

responded.

"I just bumped into Carol Sunuiers.

you renHMubei" Carol, don't you? She

works here at the airport gift sho^i.

She says she just got off work and ran
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give me a ride home, so you needn't

bother Mom and Dad."

"Yes, your Highness. Will there be

anything else you desire?" Julia asked

and then slammed the receiver down.

—The telephone ... .it was always

what chained their parents to

Jacqueline when she went to Harvard,

she remembered ....

The living room door burst open.

Julia danced into the room shouting,

"Mom! Dad! Guess what!"

Mrs. Revere frowned at her, while

putting down the telephone receiver.

Ignoring Julia's outburst, she said,

"That was Jacqueline on the phone."

"Oh," replied Julia. "What did she

want?"

Mrs. Revere smiled proudly,

announcing, "She received her quarter

grades and is the head of the class."

"Whoopee," muttered Julia. Then

she brightened and said, "I was elected

vice-president of the Math Club!"

"That's nice, dear," Mrs. Revere

said.

"Why aren't you President?" her

father demanded. "Jacqueline was

always President. She wouldn't accept

something second best, like Vice-

President."

"Well, no one can ever be like

Jacqueline," Julia said resentfully.

"Julia," her mother began, "we

received your semester grades today,

Why didn't you get straight A's?

Really, Jacqueline would never ..."

"I'm sick of hearing about

Jacqueline! She's all you ever talk

about and care about. I hate her! She's

just a . . .
."

Her mother's hand stung the right

side of Julia's face. "How dare you talk

like that about your sister! You're a

spoiled child! Where did we go

wrong . . .
."

Julia rushed out of the room,

locking herself in her bedroom. She

looked in the mirror. Long red finger

marks appeared where her mother's

hand had hit her. She threw herself on

her bed blaming Jacqueline ....

The sound of a car and the garage

door opening brought Julia back to the

present.

"Oh, no!" she said. "They're back."

She dashed back to her room and

switched on a light. The room was still

in a catastrophe. "You're really in for

it now," she thought. Quickly, she

again began throwing objects into the

closet and shoving others under the

bed.

"Julia!" she heard her mother call.

"Julia!"

"Yes, Mom," she called back.

"Julia!" her mother burst into the

room. "It's half past ten. You should

have called us an hour ago. Why didn't

you?"

"Oh, Jacqueline called from the

airport and said Carol Sumners was

taking her home."

"Well, why didn't you call us so we
wouldn't worry?" Mrs. Revere asked.

The telephone rang. Without

waiting to hear Julia's answer, she

hurried through the door.

After several minutes passed

without her mother's coming back to

complete her interrogation, Julia

wandered into the living room. Her
parents were sitting on the couch, both

of their faces ashen.

Worried, Julia asked, "What's

wrong?"
When they didn't reply, she asked

louder, "Mom? Dad? What's the

matter?"

tHer father shook his head in a daze

and choked out, "Th-there's . . . .been a

c-car . . . .a-accident. J-

Jacqueline's . . . .d-dead."

A coldness gripped Julia's entire

being. "No " she said. "That can't

be true . . .
."

Two days later, the doorbell

chimed; Julia ignored it.

—More friends and relatives most

likely, she thought.

However, a few minutes later, when
she went into the living room, she
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found her mother alone, staring dully

at two battered, gray suitcases.

"The police brought over

Jacqueline's things from the car

crash,: she said indifferently.

"I'll unpack it for you, if you want"
Julia suggested.

Giving an apathetic shrug, Mrs.

Revere left the room. Slowly, Julia

undid the larger suitcase and opened

it. Neatly folded clothing filled its

entirety. However, a slight bulge in the

suitcase pocket caught Julia's

attention. Reaching into it, she pulled

out a red, velvet-covered book. The

word "DIARY" was in gold letters

above the picture. Excitement filled

Julia. Holding the book tightly, Julia

darted back to her room. She opened

up the book with nervous fingers and

read:

May 10, 1980

Julia is such a darling. She planted

a rosebush for me today. I dont think I

could have had a better sister in the

world. She's so different from everyone

else, not expecting or wanting anything

from 7ne, except to be yne, not like Mom
and Dad. They're after the best of

everything . . .

.

—And you sure gave it to them,

Julia thought. She flipped over some

pages.

May 26, 1982

Everything s planned straight out

for me . . . .Harvard . . . .being a

computer engineer. I am so tiixd of it

all, of hearing what ''my future goals*'

are ....

She looked puzzledly at the entry,

but giving a shrug, she turned to one of

the last pages.

Jariuary 9, 198It.

Being a ''genius'* is more of a curse

than a gift. Everyone is ahvays trying

to take control of me, planning out my
entire life. leant choose things myself I

always have to do what is ''expected.

"

Julia will never know how lucky she is.

Being "normal" she has a certain

freedom — no heavy pressures, no

I



working and working until she feels like

droppingy but most of ally she gets to

choose what she wants out of life. Me? I

don't have a life ofmy own, IVs all been

taken away . . . ,maybe I never had it to

begin with. Who knows?
I wish Julia would understand. But

she hates me too much. I dont know
what to do. Mom and Dad keep

pushing. Fm falling into a deep, dark
hole . . . .and now there's no one to help

me out of it ...

.

The book fell out of Julia's

trembling fingers. Her mind was filled

with visions of two girls, one blond and
the other brunette, laughing and

smiling in the sun. But these pictures

were soon replaced by terrible scenes

of two older figures callously yelling at

each other. A flood of tears fell as Julia

cried for the first time since the news
of the accident . . .

The church was full of people.

Garlands and wreaths of flowers

giving off their sweet perfumes filled

the entire room. The minister's sermon
ended. Julia slowly followed her

parents to Jacqueline's coffin. Looking
at her sister, Julia saw that death had
not detracted any of Jacqueline's

beauty. For the first time, Jacqueline

looked truly at peace. Julia's eyes

welled with tears, as she placed a

small, fragile, red rose in the coffin

beside her sister. She fell on her knees

and sobbed,

"Oh, Jacqueline. You were right . . .

.1 didn't understand . . . .I'm so

sorry . . . .so very sorry . . .
."

As the other mourners watched the

scene, they looked sadly at one another,

whispering, "It's so tragic to separate

the two sisters. They were always so

close . . .
."

Wendy Hedding
Centerville High
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Daredevil Bobby

by Femi Emiola
Ames High School

Bobby Light is a girl whose

personality hits you in the face

and leaves you gasping for

breath. I first met her two years ago in

the library of my new school. It was

the third high school I'd been to, and I

was wondering whether or not to crawl

into a quiet corner and die — I was

that nervous! I remember staring at

the carpet, comparing the fat ovals on

it to those I'd drawn on my folder in

one of my more nervous moments,

when a pair of bright orange sandals

stopped in front of me and wiggled.

Wiggled? Slowly I looked up, past torn

denims and a blue and orange top to

the freckled face smiling at me. She

plopped herself to the floor and said,

"Hi! I'm Bobby. What's your name?"

Bobby was extremely friendly, and

soon she had me laughing over her

crazy jokes. It didn't take me long to

get to know her either. Besides being

on the mischievous side, she never,

ever turned down a challenge or a

dare. She loved the excitement a

challenge always presented.

As time went on and I adjusted to

the atmosphere of my new school, I

found myself in the midst of a crowd of

friends: fun-loving, happy kids who all

seemed to enjoy handing Bobby one

challenge after another. I remember
once we sat in the courtyard of the

school looking at the rather stern

statue of an old gentleman — hands on

hips, legs apart, with the most serious

expression on his face. General opinion

held that "Old Stoney" was "awful

ugly." So we sat there, six or seven of

us, discussing his miserable

countenance when of the guys, Paul,

said. "Betcha can't liven him up a bit,

Bobby!"

Bobby grinned. "Why not?" she

said. '*It won't damage him

permanently, except maybe his

dignity!"

The next day, Bobby called us to

admire her handiwork: Old Stoney

now sported a jaunty new hairdo — a

bright orange wig! Sticking out of his

face was a large, red clown's nose, and

around his neck was an oversized

polka dot tie. Believe it or not, Bobby

didn't get into trouble either. The

principal saw the humor in the whole

thing, though I don't think Stoney did!

With boys, Bobby was the same.

She always asked them out. I

sometimes think that it never occurred

to her to let them do the asking. I said

once, "How do you do it, Bobby?" and

she replied, "Oh, it's a challenge I can't

resist. It's so much more exciting this

way." What could I say?
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Fredericksba rg High

We spent many of our days together

at the nearest McDonald's, giggling

over a burger and fries as we talked

about school and her wild escapades.

Before I met her, she had worn a

rabbit suit to school in December; dyed

her hair blue; quacked, instead of

talked, in school for an entire day; and

lost five pounds in two days — all on

dares! Needless to say, she wasn't

exactly the teachers' favorite person!

I began to think that she never

turned down a challenge, no matter

what; but before I changed schools

again, Bobby showed me that she was



not only daring, but also thoughtful

about how her actions might affect

other people before she carried

through with the dare.

There was a clique in school that

was considered a very "hip and cool"

set. It consisted of older boys and girls

who seemed to be involved in

everything from cheerleading and
football to popping pills. One day,

Bobby and I were sitting together

when the girls in the clique walked by.

School was over for the day, and we
were sitting in the courtyard enjoying

the spring sun and sipping our Cokes
as we talked. The girls were smoking.

At first they ignored us. Then
suddenly one of them, Jackie, turned

and spoke to Bobby, "Hey, Light, I

dare you to light up and *saff with us."

She laughed at her own joke, tossing a
cigarette over as she did so. ("Saff" was
the slang we used for "smoke.")

Bobby caught the cigarette before

it hit the ground. She glanced at me,
then the cigarette, then at the girls.

Fervently I hoped that she would say
no, but I knew that "Daredevil Bobby"
didn't say no to challenges. She
hesitated, then said, "Why don't we
meet here tomorrow, and we'll see if

I'll saff?"

"What's the matter, Light? Can't

take a dare?"

Bobby looked about ready to

explode, but she said calmly, "This

time tomorrow."

That night she called me and asked
what I would think if she said no. "I'll

look like a wimp if I say no, won't I?

Would you think so?" She talked for

hours, but by the time she hung up, she

seemed to have forgotten why she had
called in the first place. Anyway, I

managed to tell her that I really

couldn't decide for her.

The next day, we sat under a tree in

the courtyard until the girls came by
again. This time Bobby was ready. She
hadn't told me what she would say.

Jackie said to her, "So, Light, whatll it

be? You a wimp or cool?" Calmly,

Bobby stood up and walked up to her.

She stuffed the cigarette into Jackie's

upper coat pocket. "No, thanks, Jackie.

I don't wanna smell like a chimney."
All of us gasped. I could not believe

that Bobby had turned down a

challenge. The other girls glared in

outrage and wordlessly stomped off.

Ruefully, Bobby smiled. "There goes

my reputation. I guess there had to be
a first time."

I laughed. "Dare you to get to our

lockers before me!" Instantly, she was
off. I laughed again as I ran after her.
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Oral History

by Gretchen Johnson
Abraham Lincoln High School

Council Bluffs

Aaaah — just look at that sun!

Makes me feel young again;

almost, that is. See it shining

right on the picture I keep over my
bed? That's the one my husband

painted for me many years ago ~
paint-by-number, it was, and when he

got done with it I said, "Bernis, youVe

got to take lessons." And he did. That

was my second husband, Bernis Agan
Jones. He was my first husband's best

friend, and they both used to come to

the Cracken Blue Club, where I

worked during the war after I left the

doctor's family ....

Well, now, wait a minute. If I'm

going to tell you the whole story I may
as well start at the beginning, don't

you think? And that's way back in

England — near Birmingham. My
mother died when I was three weeks

old, and my father, who was in

Scotland at the time, was killed in a

train crash on the way to the funeral.

So I was left an orphan. I had a nanny

after that. She used to always take me
on trips to America; one trip a year, so

that by the time I was 10 I'd been

across the Atlantic ten times. The last

trip was on the Lusitania, even.

Well, my nanny died in Chicago on

that last trip when I was 10, and I

went into an orphanage there. When I

went into that orphanage I had never

dressed myself in my life — didn't

know how! And I ate only bread and

milk for breakfast for the longest time,

because I couldn't eat anything else in

the twenty minutes we had to eat.

Just a minute; I've got a picture

here There. That's me when I was

10. Don't know why I even keep it —
it's kind of silly, but it's the only thing

I have left from back then. That and

the picture above my bed; see that?

"The Last Supper," it's called; one of

those paint-by-number things. My
husband did it. He put in toes, though,

where there weren't supposed to be

any, and after that I told him,

"Bernis," I said, "Bernis, you've got to

-i-f^

take some lessons." And he did. Put on

a real nice show of his things a couple

of years later.

That picture there, the one of me,

that will show you how used to frills

and finery I was. It was quite a

change, let me tell you, to come to the

orphanage. But I had a lot of friends

there. My goodness, yes! There was

always someone new coming; a mother

or father would remarry, and the new
spouse wouldn't want to have any

children around, or something. So

they'd come to us.
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Jeniffer Harte

Clinton High

Well, I went to school until the fifth

grade; after that they put me in a

home to live with a family and help

with the housework. I was in two

different homes; both times with

doctors. I remember one time a lady

came to see the doctor and had a baby

right there in the house! There I was,

hardly out of grade school, and helping

the doctor deliver a baby.

We were supposed to go to school,

too, besides helping around the house.

Don't forget that ''supposed to*\ that

was a joke. They didn't think girls



needed much of an education, then,

and there was always some excuse to

keep me home. After a while I didn't

even try to go back. But I always loved

to read. I had loved to read ever since I

was a little girl growing up in

England. I didn't have any brothers or

sisters to play with, so I would read or

play alone. And we lived on top of a

hill, so we'd rollerskate or ice-skate

down it; we didn't sled much —
skating was much more fun as far as

we were concerned.

I had to wear a pinafore and a

white middy and a blue serge skirt to

school in England — how would you
like that? All the girls had to wear
them; those and clogs, big, stiff leather

shoes. Everybody had to wear clogs.

We lived in a big, two story house

with a large attic and a basement. The
basement was where nanny and I

always ate our meals, except when
company came, of course. The doctors'

houses in America were quite a change
from that house, let me tell you. I

remember one time when a lady came
to see the doctor and had her baby
right in our house. There I was, hardly

out of grade school, helping the doctor

deliver a baby! That was quite an
experience.

Well, I left the doctor's house after

a while and went to work at Sears

Roebuck. I worked in the office,

writing out orders. Then during World
War I, I went to work in an office in

Chicago and decided to go back to

school. I went to night school to get my
high school diploma, and was mighty
proud when I finally got it.

I was working in the Cracken Blue
Club, then, too, a club for soldiers and
sailors, and I was always ready for a

dance or a walk with one of them!

That's where I met my first husband.
Miles Sherman Merchant. We all

called him Smily, because of his name,
you know.

He played the trumpet in John
Sousa's band and they would travel all

over the United States giving concerts

in parks on Sunday afternoons. They
were raising money for the liberty loan

drives to help with the war;

Life sure was different during the

war. Of course there was food

rationing, and we could only buy a

certain amount of certain kinds of

food; if we had the right coupons and
enough money, that is. We didn't have
much money then.

Miles died within couple of years of

our marriage. Bernis was his best

friend and Miles had told him to take

care of me if anything ever happened
to him. Well, after he died, I said to

Bernis, "Bernis, if you're going to take

care of me, you're going to marry me."

So he did.

Bernis and I never had any
children, but he did have one son of his

own — Tom Jones was his name. I

always thought that was funny. And,
of course, there were all of the children

at the orphanage. Oh, I didn't tell you;

we went back to the orphanage after

we were married and worked there for

15 years. I always did enjoy working
with the girls. Many's the time that I'd

see a little girl in a corner crying, and
I'd go over to her and put my arm
around her and say, "I know what it's

like, honey; I was there, too, and it's

going to be all right." They always

knew that there was at least one

person who really loved them. I had
lots of friends there. One year after we
had left, I got over 500 Christmas

cards from girls I had worked with.

Those were good days. It seems a long

time ago now. And Bernis was always

a good husband. See that picture above

my bed? He painted that for me — one

of those paint-by-number things. You
know, he put in toes where there

weren't supposed to be any, and after

he did that I said, "Bernis." I said,

"You've got to take some lessons." And
he did.
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The Battles of Boys

by Shannon Roach
Regis High School

Cedar Rapids

The snow was perfect for

packing. Michael and his

friends knew, for they had had

a great snowball fight during recess.

Michael raced down the steep steps

of the yellow bus and hurried inside

the house. All day in his first-grade

classroom he had watched the

enormous, lazy flakes drift down in

obscure patterns, and once Miss Glynn

had caught him. It was not the first

snowfall. No, it was March, and these

were the last snows. Michael was

afraid that any day the snow might

melt and be gone before he had one

last chance to play in it. He did not

have to worry.

Michael returned outside a little

puzzled. Usually his mother went to

great lengths to make sure he wouldn't

catch cold in the snow, bundling him

up until he was sure he couldn't move.

But this time she muttered a simple

"fine," and he bundled himself up.

He soon forgot it though, as he

fervently rolled three enormous

snowballs for a snowman in the

backyard. The problem came when he

tried to stack them. He attempted to

pick up one and put it on top of

another, but that didn't work. He
plopped down in the snow and studied

the situation. He was determined to do

this by himself.

When he finally came up with a

plan, his snowpants were soaked

through. Michael rolled the largest

snowball, ever-growing, over to his

wooden jungle bars. He ran to the

garage and found a long, wide wooden

plank. After struggling with it for a

few minutes, he managed to drag the

plank over and prop it on the largest

snowball. Carefully, he rolled the next

ball up the sagging plank, and nudged

it into place. With the final, smaller

and lighter snowball, he clambered to

the peak of the jungle bars and

triumphantly placed it on top. As an

afterthought, Michael took off his scarf

and wrapped it around the snowman's

neck, and then climbed down.

He stood back and admired his

work. "It's so big!" he thought. It even

towered over the jungle bars. He just

could not get over the enormity of it.

As Michael stood proudly by his

masterpiece, he noticed the changed

weather. The wind lashed out,

whipping snow into his raw face, and

the biting cold penetrated his padding.

Engrossed in his play, he had not

noticed the sky had darkened with

menacing clouds and the lazy

snowflakes had become violent. He
hurried inside.

After unwrapping, Michael went to

the kitchen for his ritual cup of hot

chocolate, only to find his mother had

forgotten it. She was transfixed to the

little black-and-white television in the

corner. The set had been on a lot lately.

"Something about some R-U-S-H-I-N-

S," Michael thought.

"Hey, Mom. Where's my hot

chocolate?"

There was no response.

"Mom . . . Mom . . . Mom ..."

"What is it, Michael?" she snapped.

"My hot chocolate."

She reluctantly fixed a cup,

keeping an eye on the TV all the while.

"Did you see my snowman?" Slurp.

"Look at my snowman, Mom."

Slurp.

"Look, Mom!"
She glanced out the window,

irritated.

"Nice."

Then his mother looked up as his

father walked in.

"Damned blizzard!" he muttered as

he shook the snow from himself.

"Let us off early," he explained,

upon seeing his wife's inquisitive look.

"Did you have a good day at work?"

Michael asked. Slurp.

i^y-^iL'CS
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Julie Rowe
Hoover High, Des Moines
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"Great!" his father retorted

sarcastically, but Michael did not
catch it.

"That's good," he responded
cheerfully with a silly grin that spread
a hot chocolate moustache across his

face.

Michael's father threw his* wet coat

over a kitchen chair and moved into

the adjoining room, the den. Michael's
mother followed him and flipped on
the big, color television.

Michael slowly slurped the last of

his hot chocolate and, leaving his mug
and a pool of hot chocolate on the table,

walked into the den to see what was on
TV tonight. He soon lost interest in

whatever it was.

"Wanna see my snowman?" he
asked his father, tugging at his hand.

"Not now."

"He's really big!"

"Not now."

"I made him all by myself," Michael
persisted, pulling urgently at his hand.

"Not now!"

Michael let go and walked to the

window by himself.

The snowstorm had intensified, and
Michael could barely make out

through the dense white his jungle
bars and the wooden plank laying to

the side, half-covered by snow.
"It's been knocked down!" he

suddenly cried out in alarm.

His dismay turned quickly to

suspicious anger.

"I bet Billy knocked it down!?" Billy

was the bigger boy who lived next
door. His relationship with Michael
was a bit strained at the moment.

Michael whirled from the window.
"Mom! Billy knocked my snowman

down!"

"You don't know that, Michael!" she

admonished, exasperated.

"He did it! I know!"

Michael's father spoke up, "If you
want to stay, you'll have to keep quiet!"

Michael sulked to his room. He
couldn't understand why they had to

get so mad. After several minutes of

feeling quite sorry for himself, he
pulled out the castle and king's men he
had received for Christmas and
dragged them back to the den.

He began to set up for a great
battle, and soon forgot his parent's

anger.

The men in white were on one side,

and the men in black were on the
other. There were not enough horses
for everyone, so the leftover men
became infantry. The white army
defended the castle where the king sat

on plush cushions drinking wine, with
his servants surrounding him. But
meanwhile, the armies were encamped
on two hills. It was nighttime and the

soldiers slept in rows of tents. The
pickets traded shifts, carefully

guarding the camps—
"They're to blame for all this!"

Michael was startled by his father's

vehement accusation.

"They're probably secretly

surrounding us now!" he snarled.

"I just don't see why they have to be
so provincial," his mother whined,
"Why won't they agree?"

"You started this! You got us into

this!" His father pointed a finger at the
television and driveled on and on.

Michael looked from parent to

parent and then returned to his play.

For one solitary moment, all was
quiet in the camps, and all was well.

The far-off stars twinkled down on the

sleeping soldiers, and the men still

dreamt happy dreams.

But then, the sun's forewarning
oranges and reds appeared on the

horizon. The camps began to stir, and
soon they were alive with activity. The
soldiers secured their armor and
readied their weapons. After kneeling
for a final prayer to their gods, leaders

emerged from their tents and began to

organize the soldiers. Giddy horses

whinnied with anxiety. The smell of

battle was in the air.

"Please play with me. Dad. The

battle's about to begin."

Michael did not notice that his

parents sat on the edge of their chairs.

Nor did he notice that the storm had
heightened even more. The world
outside was a blinding white. The wind
howled and scratched at the window
panes, threatening to break in. In fact,

the storm threatened not only this

house, but the next house, and the next
house, and the White House, and the
next house ....

"Dad, play with me!"
There was no response.

"Dad!"

In an unexpected outburst of rage,

Michael ran to the television and
spread his arms as far as he could,

blocking his parents' view.

"Michael!"

"Move!"

"Sit down, Michael!"

Michael stubbornly shook his head.

The storm hit a deafening pitch.

Michael's father rose in fury.

Straining to see around Michael's

outstretched arms, his mother
screamed hysterically at all of them.

"Stop!"

And then the TV blared an
announcement uninterpreted by
Michael.

Michael's father sank back in his

chair in disbelief, his anger
disappearing as fast as it had arisen.

His mother put her trembling hand
to her mouth, aghast.

Michael cowered where he stood,

suddenly ashamed of causing his

parents such anguish and horrified to

think what his punishment might
be ...

.

But his parents made no move to

reprimand him, and his mother broke
down sobbing.

Regretting his outburst, Michael
quietly returned to his castle and
king's men.

The battle began.
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Deidre Hartman
Buffalo Center-Rake-La kota High
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Poems
by Angela R. Bielefeldt

Ames High School

Annette Swejison

Belmond High

Greenhouse
Teaching Aid for Biology Class,

Keeper of Life, Catcher of Sun,

Home for Plants and the School's Flower Shop;

Quiet, light, warm,
Place of Green Growth:

They tell me you are dirty and I believe them, for I have walked through

dirt and soiled my slacks.

And they tell me you cause the "breezeway" and I answer: Yes, it is true

I have felt both the cold hall and the warm greenhouse.

And they tell me you do not benefit all and my reply is: I have seen

students neglect their Easter Lily or even kill it.

And having answered so I turn once more to those who scorn my greenhouse,

and I give them back the scorn and say to them:

Come and show me another place with warmth and greetings for all and peace

and life and vitality.

Bringing life into the world without wealth or reward, here is a kindly

country doctor armed with a smile against those who would criticize;

Patient as a bear waiting for spring, persistent as a door-to-door salesman,

Welcoming,

Wise,

Helpful,

Friendly,

Living, growing, dying,

Against the elements, whiskers on his chin, smiling with crooked teeth,

Under the responsibility for the health of the community, smiling,

Smiling as a mother greets her child, Nodding and smiling, that under weathered

hands stirs life and health and beauty.

Smiling!

Smiling the wise, wearied, knowing smile of Experience, untidy, dirtied,

proud to be Teaching Aid, Life Keeper, Catcher of Sun, Home for

Plants and Flower Shop of the School.

Based on the poem 'Vhicago" by Carl Sandburg.
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Kyle Sundquist

Denison High

Mrs. Dubose

My drug addiction was like

A weed in my garden,

Unwanted and unasked for.

I couldn't get rid of it

And it grew and flourished.

I resolved to kill

All the weeds in my life,

So that I might die with a

Clean and pure heart.

It was a slow and painful process

But I refused to give up.

When I had at last

Rid my garden of every weed,

I was free to die,

Knowing my soul and body

Contained nothing but flowers.

Based on a characterfrom ''To Kill a Mockingbird" by Harper Lee.

Unknown

As I lay dying,

A fly crawled over my face

But I had not the strength

To brush it away.

As I lay dying,

A voice mocked my pain,

And I lacked the strength

To spit on his shoes.

As I lay dying,

I wished for mercy,

The final shot that would end my suffering,

But I lacked the faith

To utter a prayer.

^T**V--^
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Jim Nngcni
CcNtntidiiifoH IfiiffL Ih'Witt
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Treynor High

What is an Apple?

A traveler said What is an apple? raising it to me for inspection;

How could I answer the man? I do not know what it is any more than he.

I guess it must be the shoot of my ignorance, out of a tiny seed sprung.
Or I guess it is a bauble of the gods,

A shiny gem fallen from Aphrodite's crown.

Reflecting the owner's desirability in its smooth roundness, that we may
see and remark, and sigh Perfection.

Or I guess the apple is itself a child, the offspring of a weathered tree.

Or I guess it is a silent teacher.

And it testifies, mute and common to all parts of the country,

Growing among ignorant and enlightened alike,

Newton, Nameless, Nobel, Nobody, to all only food, but also fuel for thought.
And now it seems to me the classic gift for teacher.

With admiration I will shine your surface.

It may be you reward the worthy recipients,

It may be if I had known them I would be wiser.

It may be you are from teacher's pet, or from the bully commonly in the corner.
This apple is very red to be from the shade of the old tree,

Redder than scarlet lips of seduction,

Red to come from the shelter of its parent.

I perceive after all so many luscious bites,

And I perceive you do not come from the tree of knowledge without reason.

1 wish I could comprehend the wisdom you once possessed.

And the mute secrets of time concealed in your white flesh.

What do you think has become of temptation and sin?

And what do you think has become of the weak and corrupted?
They are alive and well all around us,

The tiny seed shows there is really no end.

And new life is near and ready, waiting to mature and bear fruit,

Forbidden fruit of facts.

All is an ongoing cycle, nothings stops.

And to be ignorant is different than anyone supposed, and luckier?. . .

Based on the poem "A Child Said What Is the Grass?" by Walt Whitman,
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Memories of Life

A wash of sound, and a lifetime of memories flood back; the barriers are down;

Each note is an instant, each melody is part of the sonata that is my life.

I hear the laughter of children, shouts of glee, and cheerful voices that fill the

playground . . .

I hear Grandma's strong clear voice and the twang of the old upright, the click of rings

on keys and a cheerful old tune ....

I hear the roar of the Buick pulling into the drive, it dies to a purr and I know Daddy's

home at last ....

I hear the blaring of music and whirr of the blow dryer as sister prepares to go off to

school ....

I hear the rush of water, the cicadas in the trees, the putt of the lawnmower ....

I hear a phone ringing, the deadly silence of my father, his muffled crying in the

basement. Dad's never cried before . . .

I hear the crack of bat on ball, the smack of ball on leather

I hear the slamming of locker doors, the dull roar of voices, a yell, a bell, running feet,

slam!

I hear Mancini's relaxing music, drifting farther away, a father and daughter asleep on

the couch ....

I hear the clatter of a pan, and the padding of little feet, "Surprise!" a warm laugh ....

I hear birds, the wind, the rustling of leaves, nature encompassing all ....

I hear the roar of water, like a hurricane, the snap of a camera. The scene preserved in a

picture, the sound forever locked away in my mind ....

I hear heart-wrenching sobs, of failure, a race that wasn't won ....

I hear silence, the ticking of a clock, reassuring somehow, security ....

I hear the crash of thunder and pounding of rain on the window, the wind seems unhappy

to find my house blocking its way ....

I hear the sewing machine running off the yards, faster, now slower, Mom's cheerful

hum ....

I hear the monotonous click of the metronome, stay-on-the-beat, do-not-slow-down ....

I hear the squeak of the swing, still reaching for the sky, nothing's ever impossible

I hear voices: happy, sad, scolding, concerned, familiar voices, voices of love . . .

.forever ....

I hear nothing. A painful silence, even the echoes of the past, the present, do not penetrate

into the unknown future ....

I hear all these things, experience again, yet for the first time ....

I hear me, what I am, who I am, who I was, what I will become ....

M0i
vn
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Meridith Harte

( linton High
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Ethel Weeks

I loved bright colors,

And the whole town thought

I was a little crazy to

Line the driveway with bright

Red rocks that I myself had painted.

When I was eighty-five

I drove around without a license

(I never did have one)

Until my grandson took my keys away.
When I sat in the nursing home,
Surrounded with the sick and dying,

There was no one to play cards with.

My daughter, grandchildren, and my great-grandchildren

Rarely came to visit me.
I died inconspicuously in my sleep,

And wondered if people

Could wear red in heaven.

r -^

Diedre Hartman
Buffalo Center-Rake-Lakota High

A.B.

Letters, words.

Numbers, formulas,

Notes, melodies.

All yielded their secrets to me,

And I was rewarded with

My first initial repeated on my report card.

Family, friends,

Love, friendship.

Caring, sharing.

These courses I did not choose to take,

And for life's GPA I got an F,

I failed for not having tried.

Scott Renning
Waverly-Shell Rock High
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Inspiration

Inspiratioi;!.

I wait patiently for it to come.

It doesn't.

I chase boldly after it.

It eludes me.

I give up.

It waits.

The busy day catches me up,

It creeps up on me.

Work takes over.

Inspiration calls to me.

I open my hand.

It floats onto my fingers.

I have it.

It slips away.

It touched me,

Now it's gone.

Thu Duong
Hoover High, Des Moines

Home

Jeni Hilpipre

Fort Dodge High

A familiar road, an ocean of corn,

A bright blue sky — this is Iowa.

The scorching sun, a dusty breeze,

The pollen of goldenrod — this is Iowa.

A pale gray sky, an icy gale,

A yellow daffodil — this is Iowa.

A crunch of leaves, a colorful hillside,

Orange pumpkins — this is Iowa.

Rich black soil, rolling hills,

The presence of the land — Ah! Iowa!

A winding road, a bubbling stream,

A welcome mat — my home is Iowa.
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The Anarchist Alternative

by Derek Cadwell
Ames High School

^L mong most people, the word
f ^k "anarchy" conjures up innages^ JLof mustachioed, bearded men

wearing fedoras and black clothes,

slinking through the shadows of a city

carrying bombs and daggers,

spreading violence and destruction. As
it is generally used today, anarchy is

considered synonymous with chaos,

disorder and terrorism. This kind of

thinking actually reflects a rather

cynical viewpoint. It implies that

humanity is so totally corrupt and

depraved that, if left to itself, it would

revert to a near-animal state where the

rule would be "every man for himself,"

the strong would prey on the weak,

and innocent people would be at the

mercy of criminals. The anarchist

rejects this viewpoint and believes that

hurhan beings are capable of living in

har^mony with others on their own
initiative. The anarchist also believes

that this state can only be achieved if

everyone is totally free from all forces

attempting to restrict individual

liberty.

The basis for the anarchisms

rejection of the idea that man is

basically evil can be found in the

writings of Jean Jacques Rousseau. In

his book, The Social Contract, he

wrote, "Human nature is essentially

good, and in a just society could attain

perfection." This is the foundation for

all anarchist thought. I agree with this

statement completely and believe that

a just society would be one in which
there are no institutions set up to

control the actions of people, and
where each person had complete

autonomy. In this society, the rights of

the sovereign individual would be

supreme, and each person would have

equal liberty. The adage, "Your right

to swing your arm ends where my nose

begins," would finallv become a

reality.

If human nature is oasically good

and capable of self-rule, what then is

the nature of these governments which

humans have set up? Governments are

something artificial, a psychological

crutch used by people to provide

themselves with an illusion of security

and a sense of rightness in the world.

They serve as magnified parental

figures, protecting and controlling

their subjects. Upon close examination

of the nature of government, one finds

that it is really unnecessary. The fact

is, government does nothing for its

people. Government doesn't educate;

people educate. Government doesn't

build roads; people build roads.

Government doesn't protect; people do

the protecting. Government actually

does nothing that couldn't be done by

any organized group of people freely

working together toward a certain

goal. Each person would have the

option of withdrawing from the group

Jennifer Wachuta

Hoover High, Des Moines

at any time he felt his interests were

no longer being served by its actions.

Unfortunately, not only is

government unnecessary, but in too

many cases it serves as an agent of

oppression. Very few of the wars in our

history have actually been started by

the people of a country, but have been

declared and promoted by petty

governments. Reforms and progressive

movements in different countries have

almost always found government to be

an enemy of their cause, rather than a

much-needed ally. Worst of all is the

way governments enslave and waste

people's lives and abilities with

needless rules and procedures. Every

year, federal taxes rob people of their

hard-earned money and put it to uses

that its contributors may not even '

agree with. Mandatory registration for
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the draft and the maintenance of a

standing army is another way
government takes away individual

freedom and each person's right to

choose who his enemies are, and how
he will deal with them. Finally,

governments create an atmosphere of

fear and distrust around the world by

dividing it into hundreds of

factionalistic, rival countries. Each
government contributes to this

condition by exploiting its citizens*

feelings of patriotism and nationalism

with empty symbols such as flags and

war heroes and empty rhetoric such as

loyalty oaths and pledges of allegiance.

Does this necessarily mean that all

governments are wrong? Couldn't it be

that political institutions simply need

to be reformed and perfected, rather

than abolished? I think not. There are

many forms of government, varying in

the degree of voice that the ruled

people have in its affairs, and the

amount of involvement the populace is

allowed to have in the decision-making

process. Even the alleged democracy of

the American government, by the

people and for the people, is

susceptible to the whims of a select few

in positions of power who can corrupt

or twist it into almost any shape they

desire, regardless of the wishes of the

people they supposedly represent. To

the Western-educated person, the best

government is a democracy, which

allows the largest amount of people

possible to have the greatest influence

on policy, and whose actions are

agreeable to the greatest percentage of

the people. Yet, even in a perfect

democracy, total unanimity can never

be reached, due to the diversity of

people. Instead, the majority decides

what rules will be enforced, how
money will be spent and how certain

issues will be dealt with. The majority

has this power, not necessarily because

they're right or have any specially

given privileges, but simply because

they're the most powerful group. The

minority's wishes are suppressed and

ignored, and those within the minority

are forced to support something they

disagree with. This system, then, is

nothing more than an

institutionalization of the idea that

"might makes right." Modern day

examples of this are the laws in certain

states outlawing sodomy. Even though

there may be a minority in the state

that feels there is nothing wrong with

sodomy, they are forced to conform to

the norms of the majority. Another

example is the criminalization of drug

use, where again we have the

(assumed) majority enforcing its

beliefs on the minority. In a truly free

society, every person would have the

right to decide how to use his time,

body, capital and influence. Therefore,

any system that comes between the

individual and his right to autonomy is

therefore oppressive.

Now we come to the all-important

question, "If each person has total

freedom in his actions, then what

actions should and shouldn't be

allowed in an anarchist society?" John

Stuart Mill provides the best answer to

that question in his essay, "On

Liberty," where he states:

. . . .the only purpose for

which power can be rightfully

exercised over any member of

a civilised community, against

his will, is to prevent harm to

others. His own good, either

physical or moral, is not a

sufficient warrant. He can not

be rightfully compelled to do

or forbear because it will be

better for him to do so,

because it will make him
happier, because, in the

opinion of others, to do so

would be wise, or even right.

These are good reasons for

remonstrating with him, or

reasoning with him, or

persuading him, or entreating

him, but not for compelling

him, or visiting him with any

evil in case he do

otherwise . . . .The only part of

the conduct of anyone, for

which he is amenable to

society, is that which concerns

others. In the part which

merely concerns himself, his

independence is, of rights,

absolute.

This is the cardinal rule for all

anarchists. In his essay, however, Mill

assumes the existence of a government,

and its right to enforce this principle.

Since, in an anarchist society, there

are no authority figures to enforce this

law, the responsibility for correct

action falls upon the shoulders of each

member of society. The key word here

is .se//-government. Along with the

right to conduct yourself in any way

you please comes the burden of taking

responsibility for all of your actions. If

this axiom for moral conduct isn't

observed, true anarchy can never be

achieved.

"That's all very nice and idealistic,"

says the skeptic, "but what about

reality? How could you get an economy

to work if everyone was doing his own
thing? How could an anarchist society

deal with all of the complexities of

huge populations, businesses and

modern technology? How would

anything get done?" This is a

reasonable challenge, and deserves a

reasonable answer. For starters, an

anarchist economy would be strictly

laissez-faire capitalism. While the

anarchist believes that man is

basically good, he also believes that

each person will put his own self-

fulfillment above that of others.

Therefore, as long as people don't try

to get more than their labor is worth,

free competition shouldn't be impeded,

since it is an expression of individual

sovereignty. Private property is also an

expression of individual sovereignty,

since all free people should have the

right to the unhampered use of their

capital. As Ayn Rand, an undeclared

anarchist and spokesperson for

individual liberty and laissez-faire

capitalism wrote in her book, For the

New Intellectual^ "It requires the right

to think and act on the guidance of

one's thinking — the right to live by

one's own independent judgment.

Intellectual freedom cannot exist

without economic freedom; a free man
and a free market are corollaries.'*

Given these conditions of free

competition, individual sovereignty,

and an informed, aware populace, any

attempts to gain more than their labor

is worth will be countered by a loss in

business, due to people spending their

money where they can get a better

deal. Each person is free to accept or

reject any other person*s estimation of

the value of his labor. Due to these

balances, economic equality can be

achieved. Another important aspect of

the anarchist economy is the idea that
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cost should be the limit of price, and
that each person should receive only

the profits of his own labor. By this

thinking, rent, interest, dividends and
capital profits should all be abolished,

since they all allow one person to get

rich at the expense of others, while

engaging in no actual labor. Finally,

the structure of an anarchist society

would be decentralized into a

collection of small, local decision-

making centers, in which members
voluntarily cooperate. These would
also exist in the city, perhaps with a

local city hall for each neighborhood.

These small groups would then work
together on matters of a larger scale

and decide things individually for

their own neighborhoods. In this way,

society could still continue to function

and progress without the State

controlling its actions.

When we compare this anarchist

Utopia with today's society, the

seemingly insurmountable differences

and vast amounts of change necessary

to create a new society seem too great

for it to ever succeed. But giving in to

hopeless despair will kill any attempts

at progress before they even get

started, and we won't get anywhere.
The best approach is to view our task

with a mixture of both reality and
idealism. We must realize that society

can be changed, and that everyone's

contributions are important. One can
point to the fact that people are no
longer drawn and quartered or stuck

in debtor's prisons, as well as the dying
out of feudalism and slavery as

examples of the evolution of mankind
toward a better society. If these things

can be done, then much more can also

be done. The anarchist's job, then, is to

spur on this evolution. With this in

mind, one of the most important things

to do is to shift our attention off

legislation as the solution to society's

ills and on to the education of people in

order to create a more livable

environment. After all, laws have
never made people more moral or

immoral, but rather, their attitudes

and beliefs have decided their courses

of action. Therefore, in order to create

a better world, we need to challenge

deep-rooted, illogical mentalities and
attitudes such as sexism, apathy and
the substitution of authority for

conscience. We need to destroy the

inherited prejudices of racism,

intolerance, and bigotry, which are

handed down from generation to

generation. We need to expose the

wrong thinking patterns of those who
wish to control other people and those

who preach the divisive doctrines of

nationalism and patriotism. Most
importantly, we need to eliminate the

irresponsible attitudes prevalent

among so many people, who feel that

they can do whatever they wish to

whomever they wish and not have to

take responsibility for the

consequences of their actions. There
are many ways that the anarchist can
make his voice heard and have an
influence on society today. Voting,

letters to the editor, letters to

congressmen, demonstrations,

distribution of literature and other

awareness-raising activities are

possible — every little bit helps. But
these activities alone aren't enough.
Henry David Thoreau, in his essay, On
the Duty of Civil Disobedience, wrote:

Those who, while they

dissaprove of the character

and measures of a government
yield to it their allegiance and

support, are undoubtedly its

most conscientious supporters,

and so frequently the most
serious obstacles to reform.

Some are petitioning the state

to dissolve the Union, to

disregard the requisitions of

the President. Why do they not

dissolve it themselves, — the

union between themselves and
the State, — and refuse to pay
their quota into its

treasury? . . . .Cast your whole

vote, not a slip of paper
merely, but your whole

influence. A minority is

powerless while it conforms to

the majority; it is not even a

minority then; but it is

irresistable when it clogs by
its whole weight . . . Let your
life be a counter friction to

stop the machine.

Civil disobedience is the most
powerful political tool a person has;

and if everyone who calls himself an
anarchist would put it to use, the

results could be astounding. For
example, witness the special privileges

Quakers and the Amish people have
been given because they refused to

submit to governmental authority.

However, one must not forget that

change can't happen overnight, and it

may be a long time before everyone is

able to experience true freedom. To
quote Thoreau once again, " That
government is best which governs not

at all;' and when men are prepared for

it, that will be the kind of government
which they shall leave," Our job for the

time being, then, is to spread the

philosophy of anarchism as an

alternative to the enslavement of

government as far as possible.
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Impromptu Themes
Topic A

Relativity of Freedom

At lunch time, Claire saw Kenny sitting by himself at a table. Since he looked sad and

angry, she decided to join him.

"Why are you all by yourself? And why the long face?" Claire asked.

"Trouble at home," said Kenny. "My parents don't approve of the weekend trip that

Hank, Ben and I have planned. I've saved for it, and they won't let me go."

"Why?"
"Aw, they're worried about the long drive. They think we'll get into trouble. Actually,

they sound as if they just don*t trust me to be on my own for a few days. 'You're not

mature enough,' Dad said. I'm really upset. After all, I hold down a job. Doesn't that

prove that I can take care of myself?"

"Maybe you should talk to them about your own sense of responsibility. If you don't

lose your temper, you might reassure them that they can trust you," Claire suggested.

"Don't they trust themselves? After all, they're the ones who taught me to be

responsible for my behavior. I don't think I've ever let them down in any big way. I've

missed curfew now and then, but I do my share around the house. If they don't give me
the chance, how can I show them I'm mature?"

"All I know is that if I were you, I'd try to explain why I need more independence and

how I hold myself responsible for my choices," said Claire.

Like Kenny, young people frequently -want more independence than they have

been given. Take Claire's advice and, in an essay, explain your idea of

independence and how you hold yourself responsible for your choices. What
detervfiines the limitations that should be set?

I
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A Personal Note to Teenagers:
A Special Class of People

by Femi Emiola
Ames High School

Ah independence! Isn't it a

great feeling to know we have

freedom, separate from

anyone's dictations — particularly

mom and dad?! I'll bet it is. I value

mine. Now I'm sure you're wondering

just how much independence I have!

Perhaps I better explain.

My parents are divorced, and my
mother has had to take care of my
brother, sisters and I for the past year.

In that year, I turned 16, changed

schools, got into junior class, and got

myself a job. My responsibilities? My
homework, getting to and from school

and work, saving money for college

and a car; in fact, I'm almost handling

everything but rent and insurance!

That sounds like a lot of hard work,

doesn't it? I thought so at first, but

then I looked at my mom — trying to

hold down a job, pay rent and

insurance, handle medical expenses,

and also be both mom and dad to my
kid brother and sisters. She was tired.

Because she was so busy, though, I

thought she had not realized how much
freedom (— yes, independence!) I was
getting in return for all I was doing to

help her out: my independence lets me
go out when I want, so long as I have

given my brother, Joe, and sisters,

Lara and Yemisi, their lunch, dinner

or anything they needed. (Lucky for

me, they're not so little anymore!) My
independence also lets me spend my
paycheck how I wish without having to

tell my mom just how I wasted it! Yes,

my independence is something I value

very much — but let's look at it this

way: is that really independence? To
people who have both a mom and dad

who give them curfews, it probably is.

What I haven't told you is exactly why
my mom doesn't "bother" me. It's not

because she's always too busy doing

something else that she can't see that I

get home at exactly (or before!) 12

midnight, it's because she knows Fll

get home before 12 midnight! She

doesn't ask me for a statement of

accounts when I come home from a

shopping spree, because she knows I

wouldn't have bought junk. She may
not approve of what I bought, but she

asks if I like it. If I don't (anymore) she

shrugs her shoulders and suggests I

return it. If I do, then it really can't be

junk! So, what am I trying to say here?

That my mother trusts me! Mind you,

she also knows I'm no angel! I've done

some pretty dangerous things in my
lifetime, but my mom and I have a

relationship built on trust.

Let's get back to the idea of

Beth Pleggenkuh le

Fredericksburg High
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independence. Is what I described

really independence? I guess for me, it

is, and believe it or not, you may get

that kind of independence.

Telling your parents that, in not

trusting you, they don't trust

themselves (since they brought you up)

probably wouldn't help much.
Independence given to you must be

built on a solid foundation. They must
trust you. They must believe that the

good values they fought long and hard
to instill in you are in you. Expecting
them to immediately let you have all

the freedom you need because they

have spent all your life teaching you

responsibility is impossible. They must
see you're responsible. Look at it as

being kind of like the way you'd act if

you were buying a brand new car.

You'd test drive it to see if you liked

the feel of it, right? You have to see if

you like it. In the same way, your

parents have test-driven you all your

life without you realizing it. If they

like what they've seen very much they

go ahead and buy — thereby giving

you freedom. If they like it o.k., but
have misgivings, they take it slow, and
probably buy in installments: letting

you have a little freedom to see how
responsible you really are. If you let

them down, they return it — and take

away freedom from you. Notice I use

freedom and independence in place of

each other. That's because I've found
out that independence cannot exist

without freedom. In fact, I think

freedom is independence, only that

with independence, there must have

been something you were dependent on

before you became independent. In this

case, it's our parents, who brought us

up all the way up to now! Let's not be

hard on them — they worry about how
we would handle any amount of

independence given to us. The only

way they would feel free to give it is if

they know they don't have to worry . . .

if they tritst us. So, kids, build that

trust. Call your dad to let him know
you'll be home a little later than

planned. Tell your mom that you're

going to a friend's house after school.

Do the things they ask you to instead of

saying, "Oh, it can be done later,"

because later, you may forget. And by
the way, when you do get the freedom
you crave, treat it gently, with respect,

because it can so easily be taken away!
Plan that special trip (with your best

friends) with your parents so they

know how you plan to look after

yourself. Don't party all night long

when you should be home studying for

your finals! This all doesn't mean
"don't have fun" because take it from
me, I do! Just let them know you care

about the way they feel — and the one
major thing that determines the

limitations of your independence is

gone!
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Independence: A Step
on the Road to Individualism

by Angela R. Bielefeldt

Ames High School

Teenagers are often torn

between their desire for

independence and their

reliance on their parents.

Independence is the freedom to make
your own choices and accept

responsibility for whatever happens as

a result of those choices. I find that we
generally set our own limitations on

our independence through our actions,

I often find myself wanting more
independence. I want to make my own
decisions and determine my own
course of action. At the same time, I

often turn to my parents for advice or

ask them to make tough decisions for

me. In view of this, I realize that if I

let them decide some things for me, I

must be willing to accept the

limitations they put on my freedom.

The hardest part of independence is

accepting responsibility for my
actions. When I know that I must
accept all the blame when something
goes wrong, I get scared. It is a lot

easier to put the blame on someone
else. Part of being an adult is the

freedom to make your own choices; you

have to because no one else will be

there to do it for you.

We rely upon others because we
trust their judgment. When we become
independent we must trust ourselves. I

do not trust the infallibility of my
judgment, and am often unwilling to

take the risk of being wrong. For
instance, I decided to go out to a movie

with some people I knew from school. I

soon found that they were not the type

of people I wanted to spend my time

with; they drank and smoked
cigarettes, which I do not approve of.

My parents allowed me to choose

whether or not to go. I chose to go, and
therefore I put myself in the situation.

When I found out the movie was going

to last longer than I had expected, I

called home. I had hoped that Dad
would say, "No, it is too late. Why don't

you come home now." Instead, he said

it was up to me to decide. My "friends"

were standing right next to me, and I

didn't want to offend them, I decided

to stay, despite the fact that I was
miserable.

Ron Dougherty

Central High, Waterloo

This was one instance when I

wanted my parents to make a decision

for me, and they wouldn't. In a similar

situation, I was out with some friends

and I wanted to stay later. I called my
parents and they said I had to be home
by 12:00. In this case, I was angry that

they didn't let me decide the issue for

myself.

I have concluded that you can't go

both ways; you must either allow

others to make choices for you and
limit your freedom, or you must accept

complete responsibility for your

actions and set the limitations yourself.

When you hold yourself responsible

for your choices, you can't expect

someone else to bail you out when
things go wrong. Failures are your

own problems, but the successes are

also uniquely your own. When you

have real independence, you can feel

better about yourself when good things

happen. When something occurs that

disappoints you, you can learn from
your mistakes and grow as a person.

When children show themselves to

be trustworthy and willing to accept

responsibility for their actions, the

parents should allow them to make
their own choices and set their own
limitations on their freedom. If,

however, children do not want
independence, the parents should force

them to make their own decisions and
accept the consequences. Only through

independence can a child become a

responsible adult.

Independence for a teenager is

usually something that must be

earned. It is an essential part of

growing up. Independence is more

than freedom; independence requires

you to take credit for your actions.

Independent people do not expect

someone else to take the blame if

something goes wrong. Independence

is the best kind of freedom;

independence is a quality of

individuals.
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Reasoning vs. Rebellion

by Shannon Roach
Regis High School

Cedar Rapids

(

m^ 1 ive me liberty, or give me
I -^ death!" The words resounded

^^ throughout the House of

Burgesses. Following one moment of

breathtaking silence, the congregation

stood, applauding furiously. Patrick

Henry wiped the sweat from his brow,

acknowledged their approval, and took

his seat.

Only a few years later, Patrick

Henry and all of America received

their liberty. But it wasn*t without a

bitter struggle, for the Mother Country

was reluctant to let go of her colonies.

In the end, Columbia removed the

hand of Great Britain from her affairs

and received her independence.

Like the colonists of 200 years ago,

the teenagers of today's society yearn

for independence: that earnest desire

to stand on one*s own two feet.

Although we, the teenagers, have no

large-scale revolution in the making.

Rather, each one of us, is dealing

with our need for independence in our

own way. I feel the need to go farther,

fly higher, loosen my parents* tight

grasp on me.

But they, like Great Britain, are

reluctant to let me go. They know that

the day will come when I must stand

on my own, but they wish to hold it off

a while longer. And so we struggle.

But, I do not wish to break away
from my parents. I have found that by

calmly reasoning with them, I get

better results than by rebelling.

I realize that they can see mistakes

brewing before me, when I am blind.

But I don't like to heed their warnings,

and so I go blundering along the path

of life. And I admit, I have made many
mistakes, but they are my mistakes

and I have learned from each and
every one.

Sure, Fd love to have all family

rules and regulations lifted, but deep

down I know that limitations make one

stronger. After all, discipline builds

character. I have found that the best

way to come to limitations is to sit

down with my parents and calmly

compromise. Both sides may have to

give and take a little. And although I

may not get exactly what I wanted, I

have let them know what's bothering

me. And communication is the key to

strengthening the relationship.

In the end, despite all my parents'

attempts to influence my decisions,

only I am accountable for my actions.

They can do everything to try to steer

me in the right direction, but the
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decisions are mine alone. In the end,

my parents will loosen their grasp on

me, and eventually let me go to become
a fuller person and adult.

But in the meantime, I encourage

my fellow teenager not to lose hope.

Independence is just around the

corner. I remember Patrick Henry's

words and calmly ask my parents,

"May I please have a little more
liberty?" And, you know what? It

works.



Letting Go Gradually

by Nicole Page
Jefferson High School

Cedar Rapids

Everybody begins as one of the

most dependent organisms

nature has produced. A human
baby is incapable of providing for its

needs or protecting itself from danger.

It is wholly dependent upon its

parents. As it grows, it learns more

and more about how to take care of

itself. However, a problem often

develops when the parents of that baby

cannot accept their once-helpless

offspring's new abilities. They feel they

must continue to watch over and

provide for their child 24 hours a day.

Enter the dissatisfied teenager —
looking for the independence he knows

he can handle but his parents won't

give to him. Many young people today

are caught between their parent's and

their desire for more freedom. I feel

the problem can be solved through

increased understanding and

cooperation between parents and their

teenagers and a gradual plan of giving

the young person more freedom and

responsibility.

The root of the battle for

independence lies in the discrepancies

between the parents' and the

teenager's idea of what independence

is. I think many parents are afraid

their children are too confident, that

they believe they could conquer the

world if they only had the chance.

Many parents are also afraid their

child will fall flat on his face when he

encounters the rough modern world.

Although I sometimes dream of the

great things I would do if I were on my
own, I generally only desire to be

allowed to participate in the typical

teenager activities of movies and

school functions. And I feel being able

to juggle schoolwork, a job, and extra

school activities is evidence I could

survive with more independence. If

parents were more aware of what their

children were really asking for when

they asked for more freedom, I'm sure

they would be more willing to give

more independence to their teenagers.

Some people, whether teen or

parent, will still persist in going to

extremes. That's why some

compromise should be involved as well.

It's not fair for a son or daughter to

expect their parents to allow them to

attend what both know will be a wild

party. Neither is it just for a parent to

prevent their child from attending a

chaperoned school trip out of town for

fear the kids will get out of hand. If

both young person and adult are

willing to accept reasonable limits on

what is permissible, allowing more

independence will be easier on

everyone involved.

Perhaps the biggest problem an

adolescent faces in winning his

independence is showing his parents

he is responsible enough to handle

being on his own. I know my parents

are hesitant about giving me more

freedom until I prove my
responsibility. But to do so, I need the

freedom to face various situations on

my own. After all, it is very difficult to

demonstrate the ability to handle a

certain circumstance well if that

circumstance is never encountered.

One possible and very feasible solution

is to use a gradual plan of increased

freedom and responsibility. Parents

should allow their child to do

something on his own. If the child

handles himself well, he should then be

allowed to do something else, and so

on. Of course, if the youth proves

unable to cope with the responsibilities

involved, he should not have more
liberty and should be able to

understand why. Parents can feel

reassured knowing their child can take

care of himself, and the teen can be

satisfied with the independence he

earns.

Coping with change is a difficult

thing, and perhaps the hardest change

for parents is their child's desire for

independence. The key to satisfaction

for both is an understanding of what

each side wants. And through

compromise and a gradual, rewarding

system of increased liberty, the

teenager and parents can learn to cope

smoothly with such a major change.

n

Stephanie Dadij

Hoorcr Hlffh, Des Moines
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Relativity of Freedom

(

by Gregory Wahl
Marshalltown High School

Sitting in the driver's seat of an

official-looking light brown
Ford, I took a deep sigh of

leather-smelling air and unfastened

my seat belt. Beside me, the

mustached man from the Iowa
Department of Transportation

("Dave," his name tag impersonally

announced) made some final notes in

his thin blue book. I waited in nervous

anticipation of his judgment, mentally

reviewing the drive I had just taken.

No missed stop signs or speed

violations. No wrong turns down one-

way streets or bumped parked cars. I

was positive I had passed with flying

colors.

This is finally it, I thought to

myself. My driver's license — the

culmination of an interminable agony
of walking to the mall, riding to school

in the passenger seat of my mother's

Cutlass Sierra, and riding my bike to

school dances. Complete freedom
would be mine at last. Now wherever I

went I could arrive in style — windows
down, radio blaring, proud and
independent. Suddenly "Dave" burst

my daydream, saying, "Well, you

passed. We'll go inside and get your

picture taken."

The experience I have just related

was at that time the one shining

moment of independent triumph I had
experienced in my life. I was 16,

carefree, and armed with my official

plastic card, my passport to the world,

I was physically free. Almost two years

later, I have a different concept of my
independence. Fm used to driving now
and my 76 Vega doesn't exactly

produce a stylish entrance (only one
window actually rolls down, and the

radio doesn't blare, it squeaks out my
choice of two local AM stations). In

addition, I am now in the process of

narrowing down my college choices

and am forming an idea of which
career line is best for me. On the

surface, the prospect of any real

freedom looks bleak, I will have

^x^

Greg Ftiqua

A me.s High

responsibilities to my school, then to

my work, and perhaps to a family

whose very lives depend on my ability

to earn money.

But even faced with these grim
realities, I can still come home from
work or school and sit down at a

kitchen table or between the stacks in

a dusty public library and pour my
soul through a pen onto a piece of

notebook paper, or put on sweats and
run through the streets until my body
and mind are blissfully exhausted and

blank, or lay down and let my mind
run rampant through memories of

summers spent at swimming pools and
grassy baseball fields.

In my own mind, I can be as free at

my work or in school as Ghandi's mind
was in countless jail cells, or as

Thoreau's mind was at Walden. I can
even be as free as I once was, or

perceived myself to be, in a light

brown Ford outside the Iowa
Department of Transportation.
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The Struggle to Grow

by Krista Kapacinskas
West High School

Iowa City

The struggle to grow, to become
an adult, to be able to take

responsibility for your own
actions is not easy. And often, it seems,

society does not make it any easier. In

the dialogue Kenny has come into a

conflict with his parents. The reason

for the conflict? Lack of trust. This is

not uncommon for the average

teenager, and in fact, I don't know of

any teen who really has, or ever had,

their parents' complete trust. The
reasoning behind this seeming lack of

integrity on the youths' part stems, in

my opinion, from society.

In the history courses that I have

taken, and through some books I have

come to the realization that adulthood

comes to the average youth much later

these days than it did in the past.

Among Indian cultures, for example, a

girl could be married at age 14 and

have a family by age 15. Granted,

females are waiting longer, by choice,

to marry. But the point is that society

dictated that marriage at age 14 was
all right. In present day American
society there seems to be a general

under current that says to the parents

of today, that unless your child is at

home doing homework he or she is

getting into trouble.

I believe that society has. over the

centuries, convinced itself that

children must be kept under a

"guiding" parental hand. This is good,

in the fact that it keeps some kids off

the street and some in school. But it is

also very bad in that it often prevents

or stifles the normal development of a

child into a responsible adult.

As Kenny points out, he helps

around the house, does not miss too

many curfews, and has a job. He sees

these as indications of his ability to

Christy Clark

Waverly-Shell Rock High
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handle responsibly and maturely any
situations that he might encounter. His

parents, however, see things

differently. They have been trained, by
society, that their child will get into

trouble if they cannot supervise him.

From the given information Kenny's

parents seem to have no grounds to

deny him the trip, therefore the root of

their mistrust is somewhere else.

Now the big question arises: how
can a young person in today's world of

brainwashed elders prove to the latter

that their fears are unfounded? As
Claire suggests, a quiet, face-to-face

discussion may help resolve the

problem. If Kenny were to show his

parents concrete, intelligent examples
of how he had acted responsibly in

situations they should see the light and
reconsider. Many parents, however,

fail to apply rational thought to family

relations. My parents are like this. In

recent discussions (similar to the ones

that Claire suggests) I have been
trying to understand my parents'

reasoning behind a twelve o'clock

curfew. My arguments are as follows: I

have a 4.0 point in school (both in high

school and at the university), I have a

job, I help around the house, etc. All I

am asking from them is to give me
more time on the weekends to enjoy the

precious little free time that I have.

The answer I receive in return to my
arguments is simply this: "It's not that

we don't trust you, it's the other

people." In my opinion this is pure
stupidity without a trace of logic in it.

My parents have been coerced by
their friends (people like Kenny's
parents) and society, into believing

that no matter how mature I act, I

cannot be responsible for my own
actions and the results of those actions.

It sort of seems, in fact it is very

similar to being in a court room where
the accused is guilty until proven
innocent. The problem is, however,

that it is impossible, given the means
so far discussed, to prove innocence.

Confronted with this idea, I have

been searching for a solution. The best

one yet seems to have come from a

close friend of mine. He suggested that

I have a third party, say a school

counselor, talk to my parents. There is

really no reason that I can understand
or see that explains why I should not

have an open curfew. I therefore

believe that a non-biased third party

would also see it this way. I have yet to

try it, but soon I will. It sounds to me
that Kenny should go this route also if

the discussion idea does not pay off.

Responsibility is not something that

comes with age. It is something a

person either has and uses or does not

have. Therefore, I believe that each

individual should be able to set their

own standards. I am not advocating

letting every child or teen do what they

please; however, if a teen has shown
that he or she is capable of handling

more responsibility then they are

currently being given, the limit should

be extended. It should continue being

extended until the person shows that

he or she is unable to handle it. For
example, if my parents were to extend

my curfew to one o'clock and I came
home on time, kept my grades up, etc.,

I think things would be much less

tense in my life, everyone would be

happier.

Being tried in a court where guilt is

present until proven otherwise is not

fair. Likewise, having to deal with

society dictating on "age where the

child becomes an adult," is also unfair.

I am more responsible than many of

my peers and less responsible than

others. The amount of responsibility I

am given should be decided not by a

society or a mob of people who do not

know me, but by me and my parents

jointly. If parents treat children as

adults, they are more likely to act like

adults. The limits must be set in a

logical, responsible fashion. There is no

logic or responsibility displayed in the

actions of Kenny's parents, or my
parents for that matter. It is really too

bad but look at it this way: either they

change or I do.
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by Derek Cadwell
Ames High School

Who Runs My Life?

"... .and if you choose to disregard

the rules I've set down in this house,

then you can move out and enjoy your

freedom somewhere else. But if you

want to live in my house, you'll have to

abide by my rules." This ultimatum

was given to me one night by my
father. We had wrangled over

different issues before, and they had

often ended with that threat. Only this

time it was for real.

The issue at stake this time was

rock music. My father is what most

people would call a "fundamentalist

Christian," and is violently opposed to

secular rock music. However, both of

us knew that the real issue was

something much bigger than just rock

music. .What was really being debated

here was authority. How much control

should my father have over my life, if

any? How did he get this power?

Presumably, the family unit is one

where each member does what they're

able to do to help keep it running. The

parents also have the added burden of

attempting to raise children who will

become responsible adults, hence the

reason for their authority over their

children. If parents were unable to

affect their child's life in any way, they

couldn't influence the shaping of his

character. When you come to the

teenage years, however, the scene is

drastically changed. Children are now

nearly adults, and have the same

reasoning capacities as their parents.

If children are ever going to become

responsible adults, they must be

allowed to use these capacities.

Children must be given the

opportunity to develop individuality as

they search for their role in life.

My idea of the ideal parent-child

relationship is one in which the parent

takes, for the most part, merely an

advisory role. They would have every

right to try and reason with their

children about their actions, but the

decision regarding these actions would

ultimately rest with the child.

Decisions such as what to wear, what

to read, and who to associate with

would all be decided by the child. In

cases dealing with the law, such as a

child's shoplifting or vandalism, the

parent would be held legally

responsible for his child's actions. I've

never held much respect for the state's

view of parental authority, however,

since it sees children as nothing more

than tax deductions, or property, to be

disposed of in any way the parents see

fit. Finally, there would be a middle

ground, where parents and children

have to decide among themselves rules

such as curfew, household chores, and

allowances. In these situations, both

the parent and the child must be on

equal terms, and be able to discuss

things rationally. This is where each

person's estimate of his own level of

responsibility and willingness to take

credit for his actions comes in. It

would be best in these cases, if the

parent realizes that it is too late to try

and change their child's desires and

character, and that the process of trial

and error are the only methods of

teaching responsibility left for their

children to learn from.

Obviously, the issues of parental

authority and children's rights are too

complex to be fit into a simple

formula, since almost every case is

different in some way. However, the

ideas of individuality, personal

responsibility and learning from

experience are too important to be left

out of the consideration of any of these

cases. For those of you who are

interested, my father and I had several

long discussions, and finally he backed

down on his demand when he realized

I was as serious about my rights as he

was about his authority. I still live at

home, and can listen to the music I

like. There are other conflicts between

my father and I on the issue of

parental control, but the level of

antagonism has subsided somewhat.
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Independence
by Lisa Krippner
Washing:ton High School
Cedar Rapids

Independence involves being
responsible for my own decisions

and accepting the consequences of

those choices. When making a decision
I generally weigh the issue in my own
mind, ask the advice of my parents and
friends, decide one way or the other,

and then accept the consequences of

my decision.

When faced with a choice I weigh
the issue in my own mind: to go or not
to go, to buy or not to buy. In

F)ondering the issues I generally use a
cost-benefit analysis. I compare the
costs, or bad things, to the benefits,

good things. If the costs are greater I

generally decide not to make that

choice, however, if the benefits are

greater, Til do it. It's when the costs

and the benefits are fairly equal that I

need to seek the advice of others.

When seeking the input of others I

generally speak with my parents or my
friends, and sometimes both. Deciding
which group to speak with is a decision

in itself. I talk to my parents about
issues they might have already had
experience with, like getting a job.

However, I speak with my friends

about decisions I'd prefer my parents
didn't know about, no need to go into

ugly details. After receiving input
from those people I respect, the next
logical step is the decision.

In making the actual decision I

reconsider the costs and benefits, add
in the opinions of my parents and

David Sherer

Woodbine High

friends, and if things aren't clear by
then I may have to resort to

questioning what my heros would do in

a similar situation. Then I do it; I

make the decision.

Once I've made a decision, I want it

to take effect immediately. I

implement the change or whatever the

decision was, and live with it. I'm
always reluctant to reverse a decision,

particularly one I spent so much time
wading through. I force myself to

accept the logical consequences of my
choice, with only minimal whining if

things don't turn out the way I'd like.

I had to make a decision just last

week. There was a course, outside of

school, that one of my instructors

wanted me to attend. I first weighed
the benefits: I might meet new people,

learn something and have a

tremendous amount of fun. I then
considered the costs: I'd miss a day of

school, it might not be fun, the

workshop might cover issues I really

wasn't interested in, and the people
who attended this type of class were
generally elitest. Missing school was
the biggest factor for me; I enjoy my
classes and despise making up missed
work. However, I still wasn't sure, so I

talked to my mother. She assured me
the workshop would be a good learning
experience (why would I think she'd

say anything else). Then I talked to my
friends. They reiterated my same
feelings about the elite type who attend
these activities. I was pretty sure I

didn't want to go based on missing
school, but a quick review from Alan
Alda assured me I had made the right
choice. I made the decision, and told

my instructor I wasn't interested. Then
I faced up to the consequences, or lack
thereof.

In the end independence is making
your own decision. Limitations should
be based on a cost-benefit analysis. An
important part of being independent is

accepting the consequences of your
actions.
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Relativity of Freedom

by Ming-Sing Lee
Mason City High School

As young people mature, they

naturally develop a strong

sense of independence — a

desire to be able to make his own
decisions and take full control of his

life. Sometimes though, parents have

much difficulty in dealing with their

child's growing up — whether because

of a fear that harm may befall on that

child, or just because of distrust. This

most often causes a great deal of

friction between parent and child, once

in a while leading to a total fissure

between the two, thus actually forcing

the young person to be fully and

completely independent.

In my own experience, I have often

battled with my parents over this

topic. In the end, I am usually the

defeated party; my parents, the

victors. I often begin quietly, trying

hard to present the facts of my near-

perfect record. Unfortunately, I

always seem to end up spluttering,

screaming and sometimes crying (as

the last resort, of course) at the end of

their cross-examination. My fierce

declarations of being "almost grown

up" are met with silent, understanding

looks or even laughs. Saying quite

slowly and enunciating clearly, they

state that being independent means
living in my own apartment, having a

well-paying job to buy my own food,

clothing, etc., having a car, but most

importantly, being over the age of 18

and not a day earlier. Until that time, I

am dependent on them — strictly

following their set of rules.

Independence, to me, means more

than being able to support myself

through living expenses; it means to be

able to face and take care of all the

problems that are thrown my way. I

must be capable of accepting my own
decisions, and if they are bad ones,

then I'll be able to take care of it

myself — by making better decisions. I

think by allowing me some

independence my parents will be

helping me a great deal to enter the

cruel, harsh, adult world. I need the

experience to make good and bad

judgments, so then I'll know, or at least

have some idea, how to deal

successfully with a crisis, instead of

continually running back to Mom and

Dad for help. This period of my life,

during my teens, is probably the part

which will determine the type of

person I will become. I must agree,

though, they should keep some sort of

leash on me in case I happen to walk

too close to a pitfall, so they can jerk

me to safety; but they should keep the

hold slack until then. I must be

allowed to make mistakes of my own,

to occasionally trip and fall, just to be

able to pick myself up again. Isn't this

what life is about — to err, and then

learn from that error?

Being independent thus symbolizes

that time after childhood when one is

to make his own decisions and face the

consequences. But to prepare one for

this responsibility parents must give

freedom, not just because the young

person wants it, but because it will

truly help the person in later years.

This person, as an adult, will then be

able to live, if not a successful, at least

a full and complete life.

Steve Olson

Buffalo Center-Rake-Lakota High
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Topic B

Risks of Involvement

Every year, the senior class selects a speaker for the spring graduation ceremonies. In
the past, the class has selected a speaker who satisfied everyone reasonably well.

This year is different. Urged by their class president, the seniors have selected a local
activist as speaker. The school principal has refused to allow this person in the school
because of something that happened three years ago. At that time, the activist, Mr.
Gryne, who had a son in the school, was picketing the school grounds in support of an
effort to abolish the school dress code.

While he was picketing, Mr. Gryne got into an argument with a teacher, lost his
temper, and struck the teacher. The teacher did not press charges, but the principal
banned Mr. Gryne from the school grounds.

Imagine you are the senior class vice president. The class president wants you to join
him in making a major issue of having Mr. Gryne as the commencement speaker. Even
though the principal refused to allow Mr. Gryne on the school grounds, the class
president argues that it is a question of the senior class's freedom to choose a speaker and
a question of freedom of speech. He wants you to help him in getting all seniors involved
in a vigorous public campaign to overturn the principal's decision or, failing that, to

organize a boycott of the graduation exercises and hold an "alternative" commencement
some other place.

Many students do not feel strongly about having Mr. Gryne as a graduation speaker.
Some don't completely agree with his views; others don't think he is an especially good
speaker. Most strongly disapprove of his striking a teacher. Yet the freedom of the senior
class to choose its graduation speaker and freedom of speech in general are important
issues.

As vice president, what will your decision be? Write an essay for your
classmates explaining that decision and justifying it.
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Risks, Consequences and Limits of

Freedom

by Gretehen Johnson

Abraham Lincoln High School

Council Bluffs

Three years ago, a well-known

activist in our city, Mr. Gryne,

picketed on our school grounds

in support of an effort to abolish the

school's dress code. During that

demonstration, Mr. Gryne got into an

argument and struck one of our

teachers. As a result, he was banned

from the school grounds. However, this

year the senior class has selected Mr.

Gryne as a commencement speaker,

causing much conflict and argument

over the matter. Some argue that this

is an issue of our freedom to pick a

commencement speaker and of Mr.

Gryne's freedom of speech. They are

right in a way. It is a question of

freedom. But they fail to realize that

any freedom has its risks,

consequences and limits.

Mr. Gryne took risks when he chose

to exercise his freedom of speech and

came to demonstrate at our school. He
took the risk that he might be

punished for what he was doing,

especially if things got out of hand. He

knew when he came that there was

going to be opposition directed against

him, and that when anyone stirs up

disagreement there is danger of

conflict. Someone who is going to

exercise his freedom to be involved

must recognize and accept the risks.

There are consequences as well as

risks that come with freedom. Even

Henry David Thoreau, a great

supporter of involvement and author of

the essay Civil Dimbexlience was once

jailed for acting out his views. There

are often consequences for

involvement. In Mr. Gryne's case, these

consequences included being banned

from the school grounds. However,

unless there is consistency in carrying

this out, nothing will have been

accomplished. The consequences must

be accepted.

Most importantly of all, any and all

freedom must have limits. Society in

America would soon fall apart if there

were no limits to our freedoms. We
have freedom of speech, but not

freedom to slander. We have freedom

of worship, but not freedom to

incorporate such practices as human

sacrifice into that worship. The limits

to our freedom are redefined every day

as judges across the country decide

where our freedom should stop and

law prevail. In our case, we as a class

are limited in our freedom to choose a

commencement speaker by the

authorities over us. They must help us

make wise decisions, and when

conflicts arise, must have the authority

to do what they see as being wisest.

And finally, Mr. Gryne's freedom is

also limited. He had the freedom to

demonstrate and speak out his views,

but when he deliberately hurt someone

while doing this, the line had to be

drawn.

We live in a free country, and our

freedom is wonderful. But freedom is

risky. It has consequences that must be

accepted. And above all. it must have

limits. But without these, freedom

would not be freedom at all.

e%
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Aux Armes!
by Mike Dennis
Roosevelt High School
Council Bluffs

J^
s it such a disaster to choose

I another speaker for the

-M- commencement ceremonies?
Many have persuaded the class to go
against the wishes of our principal to

invite Mr. Gryne to speak. I will not

support such an action on the grounds
that our principal has valid, important
reasons to deny his presence.

Our principal has made a

statement: the well being of his staff

and the students they teach are

important to him. He feels the need to

prohibit the attendance of Mr. Gryne
and he acts in the best interest of those

he has responsibility to protect.

This protection is a noble deed on
his part, not some question of

censorship. The mere idea is

foundationless. It is his only purpose to

protect students and their teachers

while they attend school. This does not

mean we cannot speak to him or listen

to his lectures on any type of

communication wave. It is only meant
to leave the responsibility in our hands
on our time.

Moreover, this ceremony is a school

function and should therefore be

governed under academic ruling.

However, this is not to our poverty!

The staff can merely set the guidelines

in a case such as this; we, the students,

abiding by the guidelines, should

receive the choice. Striking a teacher,

in my estimation and in the principal's,

constitutes a necessary exile from our
grounds. This small guideline should

have no injury upon our choice.

This decision should be under the

control of the whole senior class, not
just the student administrators. It has
come to my attention that the majority
of my classmates feel that Mr. Gryne's
previous actions are intolerable to

them. Some believe that he is a poor
speaker, and some question his beliefs.

To these classmates I have only a few
words, *'Aux armesrio arms! If you
do not wish to have Mr. Grynes speak
at YOUR commencement then let your

Jessica Stutzel

Central Clinton High, DeWitt

class president know. After all, you are

the ones who elected him to that office.

If a majority do find that they wish
to have Mr. Gryne as commencement
speaker, we should not fall into the

fallacy of "all or nothing." It is foolish

to rule out the possibility of

compromise in our decision. Has
anyone spoken to the principal for a
waver of his previous decision? Has
anyone called for a meeting between
the two "opposing" groups? We must
consider this before we remotely think
of boycott. Besides, where does boycott
leave a group? Both sides will feel

injury in the end. The student cannot
graduate before their former teachers
and those teachers cannot see their

students graduate.

In addition to these comments, may
I ask who will vouch for the safety of

those who will attend? Mr. Grynes is

an activist who, more than anything
else, would have all listen to his

arguments. Last time someone refused

he pulled out his fist. Who can tell

what could happen then?

Our senior class president feels that
denying Mr. Gryne as commencement
speaker is a violation of the freedom of

speech. I heartily disagree. I believe

that we have it in our hands to decide,

with the guidelines of the school staff,

our speaker. I find that the principal is

correct, and I urge all students to

make their say in a similar manner.
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Risks of Involvement

by Missy Mellecker

Tipton High School

I
have asked you all here today to

discuss the Senior Class' most

concerning issue: choosing a

speaker for our graduation

cerenaonies, I would really like to

stress the word "our" in my previous

sentence.

I have spoken with our class

president, who is absent from this

meeting on account of my desire to

receive an uninfluenced opinion.

He asked me to support him in his

battle. He feels that our right to

freedom of choice and freedom of

speech are being violated. He has

urged me to gather everyone together

in a vigorous campaign to overturn our

principal's decision or, if that doesn't

work, to organize a boycott of the

graduation exercises and hold an

"alternative" commencement some

other place.

Believe me when I say that I fully

believe in the U.S. Constitution, but I

don't feel we are being deprived of our

rights. Personally, I feel John is

getting carried away. We all know how

our president loves a good fight. But I

have a feeling that he's fighting alone.

I have talked to many of you

individually, and the main concensus

on the issue is against Mr. Gryne

speaking.

I feel we should select a speaker on

the basis of who represents the values

and ideas of our entire class the best. I

don't think Mr. Gryne is our best

possible choice. Commencement is a

time to remember forever. It wouldn't

be very memorable to have a speaker

who struck Mr. Green, who many of

you have had as a teacher and learned

many new things from. I also have

heard from many of you that you don't

think he's a very good speaker and that

you don't agree with his views. Why do

we want to listen to a man speak at our

graduation on the basis of rebellion?

Well I don't, and I don't think you do

either. In summary, I would just

like all of you to contemplate the issue

in your head. I want you to look at the

issue in your own light. What do you

really want? Remember — your

graduation only comes once. Voice

your opinion to make it the best it can

be for you.

O.K. — let's take a vote. All in favor

of supporting our class president raise

your right hand. . . All opposed —
same sign. Fine — I'll go contact our

president and inform him of our

decision.

Kate Wilson

A m<^s High
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Eric Reding
Hoover High, Des Moines
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